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C HA PT ER I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

Sa ti sf ac ti on and di ss atisfaction of teachers and
specific educator groups has long been an area of intense
interest to researchers

in education.

In one review of

industry and education job satisfaction research,

it was

found that over 40% of previous studies focused on teacher
sat isfaction or morale
1964).

(Robinson,

Conners,

& Robinson,

In 1982 a task force was established by the Na 

tional As so ciation of Se condary School Principals
to study effective school climate
1987).

(NASSP)

(Halderson et al.,

One of the primary components of school e n v i r o n 

ment described by the task force was staff satisfaction.
The results of small group research

indicate that group

size directly affects me mbe r satisfaction and attitude
(Abramowits,

1976), whereas organizational behavior s u g 

gests that group size may affect these outcomes
indirectly.

Indik

(1965)

concluded that organizational

size affects member par tic ip at io n and satisfaction by
setting
tion,

limits on communication,

control,

role s p e c i a l i z a 

and coordination processes.
The problem,

then,

is that there is a need to

1
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investigate the relationship between teacher job s at isf ac
tion and school size.

This research will attempt to

answer the following question:

Does school size effect

teacher job satisfaction?
The leadership style of a supervisor is an important
determinant of an employee's job satisfaction.

The reac

tion of employees to their supervisor is usually dependent
on both their characteristics and that of the supervisor.
Consideration,
trust,

"behavior indicative of friendship, mutual

respect,

and warmth in the relationship between the

leader and members of his staff"

(Halpin,

1959, p. 4), has

a pre di ct ab le effect on subordinate satisfaction.

Em pl oy 

ees tend to be more satisfied with leaders who demonstrate
behaviors

that are considerate and supportive rather than

indifferent and hostile

(Yukl,

1971).

findings support this premise by Yukl,
provided indices

Although research
other studies have

that some employees have been more s a t i s 

fied when leaders demonstrate high task-orientation
(Halpin,

1957; Yukl,

1969).

Ad mi ni st ra to r behavior is found to be a direct factor
of job sa ti sfaction for teachers
vanni,

1967).

(Medved,

1982;

Sergio-

Leadership styles that provide teachers

with opportunities to experience personal and professional
success,

to organize and plan work,

achievement,

to implement goal

and to exercise more autonomy

in making

decisions were found to enhance job satisfaction for
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teachers

(S e r g i o v a n n i , 1967).

The body of literature on both noneducational and
educational organizations

indicates

inconsistencies

in the

findings on member job satisfaction with relationship to
leadership styles.

These inconsistencies have provided

the impetus to further study the effects of leadership
styles on teacher job satisfaction.
investigated

The questions to be

in this research will coincide with both

school size and the nine scales of job satisfaction found
in the NASSP's Teacher Satisfaction Survey
Loher,

1986).

1.

(Schmitt &

They are as follows:

Is there a relationship between leadership styles

and school size?
2.

Do leadership styles effect teacher job s a t i s 

faction?

Job Satisfaction

Job satisfaction

is generally defined as one's af f e c 

tive response to various facets of the work environment
(Smith,

Kendall,

& Hulin,

1969).

These feelings are

associated with the difference perceived between what
expected and what
natives

is

is experienced in relation to the a l t e r 

in a given job situation.

Individuals will act in

accordance with the behaviors they have chosen to help
them achieve the goals

they have accepted.

The dimen

sional structure of job satisfaction chosen for this study
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are those identified by the NASSP (Halderson et al.,

1987)

in their Teacher Satisfaction Survey which includes the
following nine areas:
tion;

(3) op portunities

(1) administration;
for advancement;

responsibility and discipline;
tasks;

and

compen sa 

(4) student

(5) curricu lum and job

(6) satisfaction with co-workers;

community;

(2)

(8) school buildings,

(7) parents and

supplies and maintenance;

(9) communications.

School Size

School size was defined a posteriori on the basis of
school enrollment figures reported by the participa tin g
schools.

Both the teachers and the principals were asked

to use the appropriate blanks on the answer sheet de s i g 
nated for the number of students

in their buildings.

These figures allowed for a numerical ordering of the
enrollments which

facilitated a division of the list

ap proximately thirds.
small,

The three categories used were

m ed iu m size and large high schools.

schools will be classified small
within the interval of
will

into

if they have enrollments

98 <. n_ <_ 406.

fall w it hi n the enrollment

For this study

Me d i u m size schools

interval 410 <. n <_ 900

while large high schools will have enrollments n >_ 910.
One reform su ggested for the

improvement of education

the creation of smaller schools

is

for the purpose of d e 

creasing student al ienation and increasing the

R ep ro d u ced with p erm ission o f the copyright ow ner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout p erm ission.

5
d iv er sif ic at ion of programs
Martin,
groups

1974).

(Brown,

1973; Coleman,

Experimental research literature on small

indicates more frequent and more equal

and p a r t i c i p a t io n in groups that are smaller
Borgotta,

1974;

1955; Kelly & Thebaut,

1954).

interaction
(Bales &

Small groups are

subjected to more intense pe er pressure and are found to
exhibit g r e at er intragroup hom ogeneity of attitudes and
behavior

(Betz,

1972).

Gr ea te r group cohesiveness and

ami cab ili ty are found among
(Katz,

1949;

Larson,

individuals of the group

1949).

One example of pro gr am div er si ty
Vo u c h e r Demonstra tio n

(Abramowits,

is the Alum Rock

1976) which was to

create new smaller de ci sion-making units called "mini
schools."

Teachers and princi pa ls

in the participating

schools determined how many and what type of programs
their school would offer.
with 43 mini- sc ho ol s
mi ni -s ch oo ls

The results provided parents

in six schools the first year and 51

in 13 schools during the second and third

year of the experiment from which to choose an educational
p r o g r a m their children would attend.
the mini-schools,

With the creation of

decision ma king became decentralized and

the teaching staffs had ad ditional responsibilities
budget preparation,
policy decisions

and making cu rriculum and general

(Abramowits,

been under ta ke n to determine
in fact,

of

1976).

Little research has

if smaller sized schools do,

provide the positive educational benefits
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ascribed to them.
The results of small-group research suggest that
group size affects member satisfaction and attitudes
(Abramowits/

1976), while organizational behavior research

indicates that group size may affect these outcomes only
indirectly.

Or ganizational size affects me mber p a r t i c i 

pation and satisfaction by setting limits on commu nic a
tion,

control,

cesses
ers,

(Indik,

role specialization and coordination p r o 
1965).

If gr ea ter interaction among te a c h 

consensus on p ro gr am policy and greater cohesiveness

and satisfaction are desirable outcomes,
outcomes are found more often
school size

itself

and if these

in smaller-sized units,

then

is a positive and important variable

for research.

Demographic Variables

In addition to school size,
three demographic variables was
and ethnicity.

the relationship with
investigated— age,

sex,

Paralleling the views of the NASSP's task

force on school climate:

"The demographic variables we

chose to collect are standard control variables.

We

wanted to know whe th er the sample showed any significant
differences by sex,
status or grade
to determine

race,

level"

school role,

(Keefe,

1987).

socioeconomic
Efforts were made

if the sample showed any differences

level of job sa ti sfaction for teachers

in the

in different age
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groups,

for male or female teachers,

different ethnicity.
1.

and for teachers of

The questions to be answered are:

Are there differences

in levels of job satisfac

tion reported by teachers of various ages?
2.

Are there differences in

tion reported by male teachers

as

levels of job satisf ac
compared to female

teachers?
3.
tion for

Are there differences in

levels of job sa tis fac 

teachers of different ethnic groups?

These demographics have been chosen,

not for the

ramifications they may have on teacher job satisfaction,
but for a recognition that they exist in schools.

The

purpose of this research is descriptive and will provide
only explanatory qualities.

Therefore,

the data generated

by the demographics should not be used for one to seek
corrective measures,

but only compensatory strategies for

the work place.

Leadership Style

In 1945,

the Bureau of Business Research at Ohio

State University attempted to identify various
behavior dimensions.

leader

They defined leadership as the

behavior of an individual when directing the activities of
a group toward goal attainment.
studies was

The end result of their

leader behavior being described by two di m en 

s io n s — Initiating Structure and Consideration.

Initiating
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St ructure

is "the leader's behavio r in delineating the

relationship between himself and members of the work group
and in endeavoring to esta bli sh we ll -defined patterns,
channels of communication,
(Halpin,

1959, p.

and methods of procedure"

4), whil e Conside ra tio n

indicative of friendship,

mutual trust,

is the

respect,

"behavior
and

warmth in the relationship between the leader and members
of his staff"

(Halpin,

1959, p.

4).

The Ohio State staff dev eloped

two instruments to

gather data about the behaviors of leaders:
Behavio r Description Q ue st ion na ire
Opinion Questionnaire

(LOQ)

former is used for observed
an equal number of

(Halpin & Winer,

1952).

The

leader behavior and contains

while the latter,

to be used

in this

gathers data about the self-perceptions of leaders

on their leadership styles.
study,

and the Leader

items pertaining to consideration and

initiating structure,
study,

(LBDQ)

the Leader

For the purpose of this

the LOQ will be used to determine the scores on

both dimensions.

The behavior of the leader

(principal)

will be described

in terms of any mixture of initiating

structure and consideration.

Significance of

Specific

information about

the Study

the size and nature of the

work setting may bring about changes which will maximize
the ac hi evement of both orga nizational and individual
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goals

(Getzels & Guba,

1957).

Job satisfaction,

to eff ective school environment,

an input

can be measured and

eval uat ed for the purpo se of identifying areas that need
to be improved to enhance school climate.
ma jo r independent variables

in this study

One of the
is school size.

If a significant positi ve or negative relationship exists
between school size and teacher job satisfaction,
ness of these findings

aware

can be beneficial to school d i s 

tricts when planni ng for future building usage.
Even though managers desire to have an ideal type of
leader behavior,

there

is evidence

in the literature to

support the concept that a single normative good style of
leader be hav ior that can be applied to all

leadership

situations

is unre ali sti c

1952;

Blanchard,

1982;

L i k e r t , 1961) .

style does not take

customs,

Leader behavior

is,

therefore,

and job

dependent on a

that has unique ch ara c

for each.

Efforts will be made
size

leadership

standard of living,

specific situation or environm ent
teristics

A normative

Hersey &

into con sideration such variables as

levels of education,
experience.

(Halpin & Winer,

in this study to determine

if

is a unique cha rac teristic of an organization and

a certain

leadership style

small high schools
faction.
a positiv e

is found in large,

medium,

if
or

that parallels high teacher job s a t i s 

When certain

leadership styles are found to have

impact on job sa ti sfa ct ion these behaviors
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should be reinforced.
negative

If certain leadership styles have a

impact on job satisfaction,

perhaps strategies

for changing certain behaviors should be provided.

Implications

If school size is found to influence teacher job
satisfaction,

school districts may be able to plan future

building use strategies.

One example

is directly con

nected with the closing of buildings due to declining
enrollment.

If in fact teacher job satisfaction increases

within smaller schools,

boards of education may choose to

keep smaller buildings open until
efficient.

it is no longer cost

Another area of decisi on making that may be

affected by the results of this research is consolidation.
The benefits of smaller schools may supersede the ad v a n 
tages of consolidating with another school district.
Schools with large enrollments may choose to satellite as
an alternat iv e strategy for decreasing the size.
buildings

could be designed of an appropriate size that

would enhance
staff.

New

job satisfaction

for the instructional

For these reasons school size may prove to be an

important variable to investigate when studying job sa t i s 
faction.
A lth oug h no physical changes can be made to alter the
demographic variables
be that

in this study,

intervention strategies

the implications may

can be employed

in the
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work place to increase job satisfaction among specific
groups of dis satisfied individuals,

such as the older

teachers.
The findings of the Status of the American Public
School Teacher survey conducted by the National Education
Association

(NEA)

(1982)

in 1980-1981

indicated that less

than 22% of all teachers surveyed were certain they would
choose teaching again

if they were just entering college,

whereas 25% indicated that they probably would.

Almost

18% responded that the chances were even that they would
make this choice,

and others stated that they probably

(24%) or certainly

(12%) would seek another profession.

These results were supported by the New York Times
survey completed in 1982 in which teachers

in New York

state indicated that they enjoyed their work,

thought they

were doing a good job, and were proud of their occupation
("Survey of Teachers,"

1982).

In spite of their positive

attitudes toward their jobs, about half said they would
choose another line of work

if they had to start over.

These findings parallel the findings of the National
Center for Educational Statistics,

which indicate a d e 

cline in the number of college students planning to major
in education
The

(Lester,

1984).

implication is that the decrease in the number of

potential teachers,

coupled with the low morale of p r a c 

ticing educators will

lead to a shortage of teachers

in
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the near future which may affect school climates of
existing institutions.
School administrators may audit the findings or
results of this study to det ermine which aspects

in the

work place contribute to teacher job satisfaction.

They

can obtain valuable information about how their teachers
evaluate their present teaching positions
det ermine teachers'
work environment.

in order to

expectations about the job and the
Principals may also find that certain

leadership styles enhance teacher job satisfaction.

If

these behaviors are different or in opposition to their
current practices,
that

they may wis h to develop a new style

is conducive to employee satisfaction.

Scope and Delimitations

High school size,

one of the two independent vari

ables used in this research restricts the findings.
Middle schools,

junior highs and elementary schools could

be targeted for further investigation.
search

is conducted,

there are built
responses
tics,

which

behaviors,

is the nature of this study,

in limitations.

from individuals,

Since surveys depend on

who have varying cha ra cte ri s

and attitudes,

they are reactive.

tive methods may generate misle ad ing

information.

the greatest restrictions of this study
population.

When survey re 

Due to the enormous

Reac
One of

is the accessible

instructional population,
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this study will be limited to a distinct geographic
region.

Orga ni zat io n of the Study

Chapter I includes the problems to be researched and
the sig nificance of pursuing such an endeavor.
definitions of job satisfaction,

school size,

Brief
and leader

ship style can be found in this chapter along with the
si gnificance and limitations of this study.

The d e li mi 

tations and scope are also listed for the reader's b e n e
fit.
Chapter II reviews selected literature on the nine
scales of job satisf act ion
Force
mate.

(Halderson et al.,

identified by the NASSP Task

1987)

for effective school c l i

A relationship between these nine dimensions

to the

body of literature on job satisfaction will be the context
of this chapter.
Chapter III will be the research methodology used for
this study.

Chap ter IV is the data analysis and the

testing of the research hypotheses.

Chapter V includes

the findings and recommendations for future research.
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C HAPTER II

RE VIEW OF THE SELECTED LITERATURE

Introduction

The purpose of this research

is to determine the

effects of school size and leadership style on teacher job
satisfaction.

This chapter will be composed of a li tera

ture review of the theoretical conceptualization of job
satisf act ion with emphasis on its relationship with
teacher job satisfaction.
satisf act ion

The nine dimensions of job

identified by the National Association of

Secondary School Principals

(NASSP)

1987) will be the parameters of this
dimensions are:
opportunities

(Halderson et al.,
review.

The nine

(1) administration compensation;

for advancement;

(3) student responsibility

and discipline;. (4) cu rriculum and job tasks;
faction with co-workers;
schools buildings,

(2)

(6) parents

(5) s a t i s 

and community;

supplies and maintenance;

and

(7)

(9)

communications.

Job Satisfaction and School Size

Definitions

The definition of job satisfaction for this research

14
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will be one's affective response to various facets of the
work environment and more specifically teacher sa t i s f a c 
tion with the nine dimensions
Satisfaction Survey.
lowing

These nine scales measure the fol

(Schmitt & Loher,

Administration:

Compensation;
fringe benefits,

1986):

Teacher relations to administrator

behaviors of concern,
praise for teachers'

found in the N A S S P 's Teacher

support,

feedback,

supervision,

and

efforts.
Teac he r satisfaction with salary,

and job financial security.

Opportunities

for a d v a n c e m e n t :

Teacher satisfaction

with opportunities for career advancement through p r o m o 
tion or professional development for new career roles.
Student responsibility and d i s c i p l i n e :

Teacher

satisfaction with student conduct and disciplinary p r a c 
tices

in the school.
Curric ulu m and job t a s k s :

Teacher satisfaction with

the school pro gr am and teacher workload.
Co-workers:

Teacher satisfaction with the personal

and professional characteristics and behavior of co l 
leagues .
Parents and c o m m u n i t y :

Teacher satisfaction with the

levels of involvement and support provided by parents and
commun i ty membe r s .
School buildings,

supplies,

and m a i n t e n a n c e :

Teacher

satisfaction with the quality and availability of supplies
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and the adequacy and maintenance of the buildings and
grounds.
Communication:

Teac her satisfaction with the ac 

curacy and availability of

information about important

school and district events.
School size was defined a posteriori on the basis of
school enrollment figures.

Conceptual Perspective for Job Satisfaction

Since the 1930s,
attitudes has

the research on the topic of job

increased rapidly.

The understanding of the

causes of job sa tisfaction has not advanced at a pace
commensurate with research efforts.

There seems to be

some confusion over whether the determinants of job s a t i s 
faction be solely
w ho ll y

in the job itself,

in the worker's mind,

whether they reside

or whe th er it is the conse

quence of an interaction between the worker and his work
environment

(Locke,

1969).

Need fulfillment
(Locke,

1969),

(Schaffer,

equity theory

Two Factor Theory

1953), discrepancy theory

(Adams,

(Herzberg, Mausner,

1963),

and Herzberg's

& Snyderman,

1959)

have been several theoretical approaches that provided
ground work for the numerous perspectives on job s a t i s 
faction.

Conceptually,

job sa ti sfaction has been treated

as unidi me ns io na l and m u lt id im en si on al with the most
widely accepted co nc ep tualization being the latter

(Baehr,
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1954;

Dubas,

1958;

Smith et al.,

Ha lderson et al.,

1969).

1987; Kahn,

The dimensional structure used for

the research will be the nine factors
NASSP.

1951;

identified by the

A n o th er dime nsi on structure used frequently

that of Smith et al.

(1969)

faction with supervisor,

is

with the dimensions of sa t is 

pay,

work,

co-workers,

and p r o 

motions supporting five of the nine facets used in this
study.

Sat isf ac ti on with supervisor is the dimension most

closely examined whil e the establishment of relationships
with associates w it hi n the org anization has been
fied as the second most
management

(Campbell,

identi

important contribu tor to effective

Dunnette,

Lawler,

& Weick,

1970).

Sa tis fac tio n Wi th Superv iso r

The behavior of the supervi sor
minant of an employee's

is an important de t e r 

job satisfaction;

reaction of the employees

however,

to their supervisor

the

is usually

dep endent on both the characteristics of the employees and
the supervisor.

The rel ationship between leader c h a r a c 

teristics and subo rdi nat e sat isfaction has been found to
be complex and

inconsistent.

Con sideration

is one leader

behavior that has a pre di ct a bl e effect on subordinate
satisfaction.

Employees tend to be more satisfied with

leaders who demo nst rat e behaviors that are considerate and
supportive rather than
1971).

indifferent and hostile

Al tho ugh research findings

(Yukl,

indicate greater
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employee job satisfaction when leaders are considerate and
supportive,

individuals differ in their preference for

leader consideration.

These two characteristics are more

important for employees with low self-esteem or very
unpleasant and frustrating jobs
Mitchell,

1974).

(House,

1971; House &

In seven studies of the relation between

co nsideration and subordinate satisfaction with their
leader,

findings

from five indicated a strong positive

relation between the two.

Findings from the remaining two

showed a significant curvilinear relation between co n s i 
deration and two objective measures of job satisf act ion —
turnover and grievances
Skinner,

(Fleishman & Harris,

1962;

1969).

Less predictive

is the effects of a supervisor's

task-oriented behavior on subordinate satisfaction.
Employees have been more satisfied with leaders who d e m o n 
strate high task-orientation
studies are

in some studies while other

indicating greater employee satisfaction with

leaders who are low in task-oriented behavior
Schrieshiem, Murphy,

& Stogdill,

1974;

Yukl,

(Kerr,
1971).

W it hi n sets of studies using comparable measures,

a con

sistent linear relation between task-oriented behavior of
the super vi so r and subordinate satisfaction was not found
(Baumgartel,

1956;

Halpin & Winer,

1952;

Likert,

Positive correlates were found by both Halpin
Yukl

(1969)

1961).

(1957)

and

while a negative correlation between
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task-oriented leaders and subordinate satisfaction for
second-level supervisors and a positive correlation for
first-level supervisors was found by Nealey and Blood
(1968).
These inconsistent results reflect various job si tu 
ations
grees.

in which work roles are defined in different de 
If subordinate work roles are ambiguous,

pr efer a leader who

is task-oriented and will clarify

their role requirements.

They will expect and prefer

adequate guidance and instruction.
when subordinates

they will

On the other hand,

are competent to per fo rm a given task

which has been clearly defined,

they do not require fre

quent guidance and instruction and prefer a leader who
does not supervise closely
1974).

(House,

Unmotivated subordinates,

1971; House & Mitchell,
who find their work

unpleasant pr efer leaders who do not pressure them to
maintain a high level of performance.
Care must be taken when

interpreting task-oriented

behavior due to the lack of specificity on what the task
is and who
tasks.

is making the decisions pertaining to the

The task or ie ntation of leaders does not appear to

be closely related to the amount of influence they will
allow subordinates
decisions.

in the making of task or maintenance

Autocratic

leaders can even differ consider

ably with respect to their task orientation and concern
about group performance.
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The amount of employee par ti ci pa ti on also affects
their satisfaction with the supervisor.
ables make this a complex relationship,

Numerous v a r i 
some of which

include the subordinates desire and ability,
decisions,

the pe rso nality and needs of the subordinates

and the trust they have in their leader
Kavanagh,

the type of

1975; Yukl,

1971).

(Heller,

1971;

Wor ke rs were most satisfied

when the amount of partici pa ti on was equal to the amount
of pa rt i c i p a t i o n desired

(Morse,

1953).

Studies directly concerned with job satisfaction have
produc ed conflicting results.

Early research findings

indicated only partial support

for a positive relationship

between par ti ci pa ti on and job sa ti sfaction
1948;

French,

Isreal,

Morse & Reimer,
significant

& As,

1956).

relationship

Hurt & Teigen,

1960;

(Coch & French,

Lawler & Hackman,

1969;

Later research findings show a
(Falcione,

1977; Vroom,

1974;

Harrison,

1981;

1964).

In educational research,

ad ministrator behavior was

found to be a direct factor of job satisfaction for te a ch 
ers

(Medved,

would

1982;

include

Sergiovanni,

1967).

Such behavior

increasing the opportun iti es

for teachers to

experience personal and pr of es s i o n a l success by permitting
them to organize and plan work,
achievement

and to implement goal

(task-oriented behavior).

Administrators

would permit and encourage teachers to exercise more
autonomy

in making decisions,

increase individual
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responsibility
programs,

in developing and

implementing teaching

and develop profe ss ion al skills as a means to

job satisfaction.

Supervi so ry behavior,

is one of the

factors relating to the conditions of work that is a
necessary component

in pr omoting an environment which will

enhance job sat isfaction for teachers
Dem ographi c variables such as age,

( Se rg io va nn i, 1967).

length of service,

sex,

and location of school were found to vary the satisfaction
level with the supervisor.
strong,

positive

lengthy tenure
working

Wome n teachers

need to have

leadership as well as teachers who have

in the profes sio n

(Medved,

in suburban school districts,

cally in highly motivated,

1982).

Teachers

and more spec if i

upward bound upper middle-

income communities were found to be least satisfied with
sup erv isi on than were teachers employed
districts such as urban.

in other types of

Low middle class community

teachers were the most satisfied with supervision

(Lester,

1984) .
Inconsistencies
tion also.

in research findings exist

From the National Ass oc ia ti on Nationwide

Tea che r Opinion Poll completed
Association,

in ed u c a 

1982),

in 1980

(National Education

it was found that while

35% of all

public school teachers were dissatisfied with their cur
rent jobs as teachers,

supe rvi sio n was not listed as a

negative effect on their job satisfaction.
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Sati sf ac ti o n W ith Co mpensat ion

Pay

is the job characteristic most likely to be a

source of employee dissatis fac tio n
example of the phenomenon was
Porter

(Lawler,

found

1971).

One

in a study done by

(1961), when 80% of a sample of managers were

dis sat is fi ed with their pay.

One major cause of this pay

di ss at isf act ion was perceived

inequity.

eq uity theory employees
comparisons.

According to

judge their pay by making social

They also apprai se

ceived dis crepancy between

it in terms of the p e r 

it and the minim um pay required

to fulfill their present wants.

Thei r pay satisfaction

results from comparing their actual pay in terms of ade
quacy

(minimums)

and the amount that would fulfill all of

their current economic wants

(Locke,

1969).

Certain categories of no nsupervisory employees,
as sales personnel,
perf or ma nc e

prefer their pay to reflect their job

(Lawler,

will be dissa ti sfi ed

1971).

High performing employees

if they are earning the same or less

than low performers when pay

is not based on performance.

One alterna ti ve used to remedy this situation
centive program,

but was

Pay satisfaction

(Meyer,

1975).

is affected by the needs and values

Pay that provides

will satisfy the employee
ard of living

is an in

found to have the inherent w e a k 

ness of per fo rm an ce overe st ima ti on

of the employee.

such

(Goodman,

for existence needs

if it insures an adequate s t a n d 

1974).

Pay

is not only a means

to
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acquire goods,

but also an indicator of achievement,

recognition and potential enhancement of self-esteem.
These needs are often unfilled and highly valued in most
work settings

(Lawler,

1971).

In order to assess the

value of these psychological rewards,
use an evaluation process.
task by comparing
Age,

education,

an individual must

A person can accomplish this

input-outcome ratios

(Adams,

effort and skill represents

1963).

the inputs a

person brings to the job while output refers to the reward
that

is being evaluated.

If there

is a balance between

the input/pay ratio of the individual as compared to some
other input/pay ratio,

the individual

is likely to eval u

ate his or her pay as fair and feel satisfied with the
outcome

(Goodman,

1974).

The underlying values of
to money and materialism,

individuals as they pertain

are indicative of an employee's

attitude toward their pay.

Pay becomes a more

important

pr edictor of job satisfaction for people who value money
and material possessions
(Wallace & Fay,
In a study,

1983).
which synthesized employee attitude data

over a 25-year period,
(1979)

than for people who do not

Cooper,

Morgan,

Foley,

and Kaplan

found that employee values are changing and that

di ssa tisfaction

is increasing and manifesting

ways that have major

itself

implications for management.

in

Dis con 

tent among hourly and clerical employees seem to be
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growing while managers were found to be more satisfied.
Both the hourly and clerical groups value and expect to
get

intrinsic sa tisfactions

reserved for management.
has su bs tan tia lly

fro m work, which were formerly

E mployees satisfaction with pay

increased in recent years;

is only managers who

however,

it

indicated high satisfaction with

their jobs along with high s at isf ac ti on with their pay
(Cooper et al,

1979).

Hourly and clerical employees

rate

their pay more favorably now than in previous years but,
as a group,
jobs.

indicate dec re a s in g satisfaction with their

Part of the reason for high satisfaction with pay

is un do ubt edl y failure on the part of employees

to d i f f e r 

entiate between what they are paid and their purchasing
power

(Cooper et al.,
Teachers,

both as

1979).
individuals

and as groups,

ally compare their earnings wi th others
trict,

in other districts,

gi ova nni

& Carver,

pation al groups,
custodians,

1973).

and

in the same d i s 

in other occupations

principals,

and

being paid too m u c h compared to them,

school districts

(Ser-

If they perceive other o c c u 

such as supervisor,

will be dissatisfied.

continu

Wage

can prod uce

increases

they

in neighboring

the same results.

gains made by other oc cu pat ion s outside

Financial

the field of

education,

even though the gains are beyond the control of

education,

cause teacher salary dissatisfaction.

Co mpe ns at io n as a mo tiv ati ona l

factor in job
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s at isf act ion has been met with little response in teacher
self-reports,
extrinsic
1984;

and is said to fall

"hygiene"

Medved,

phenomenon,

factors detailed by Herzberg

1982;

pay

into the category of

Sergiovanni,

1967).

(Jorde,

In spite of this

is one of the bi-pola r factors that lead

to job satis fa cti on when per ce ive d as equitable but a
con tri but or to dissatis fac ti on when lacking
al.,

1959;

Lester,

1985; Sergiovanni,

In recent years teachers'
in the job market

(Kerr,

Smith,

The national average teacher's

those of other professions
Teachers'
as those

salaries

1967).

salaries have lost ground

1983,

school ye ar was approximately

(Herzberg et

1983;

Sykes,

1983).

salary for the 1981-82
$19,050 which was below

requiring similar education.

have not kept up with inflation as well

in other occupations.

teacher job satisf act ion

The consequence of this on

is a major concern to those who

are seeking to upgrade the profession.
Numerous
teaching,
Ervit,

reasons have been

one of whi ch

1955;

Dillon,

identified for leaving

is inadequate salary

1978;

Knight,

1978).

(Crane &
The reasons for

leaving have also been found in studies of reasons for
entering the pr ofe ssi on of teaching.
and pr est ige are three rewards
(Lester,

1985).

Pay,

that teaching can provide

Wh en they are present,

bute to job satisfaction,

job security,

whereas

they will co nt ri 

if they are lacking,

they will contrib ute to job dissatisfaction,

and
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event ua ll y may lead to the decision to leave the pr o f e s 
sion .

Satisf ac ti on With Op portunities

for Advancement

Sat isfaction with oppo rtunities for advancement

is

viewed like pay, as a function of the frequency of p r o m o 
tion

in relation to what

is desired and the importance of

prom ot io n to the individual

(Locke,

1976).

Again the

equity concept provides some content for this model.
American culture has always stressed merit or ability
to do the job as being the standard of justice in p r o m o 
tion.

Yet there are groups of the population that d i s 

agre e with this standard,
ized firms.

such as public firms and u n i o n 

Instead they stress passing examinations

(civil service

requirements)

and seniority as a basis for

promotion.
While equity

is one factor that

influences a person's

standards concerning the de sired number of promotions,
is not the only factor.

it

An employee could conceivably

apprai se the pr om otional s y s te m in their company as fair,
and still be dissa ti sf ie d w i t h their opportunities
pr o m ot io n simply because there was none.
hand,

for

On the other

individuals might view the promotion sy stem as

un fair and still be pe rs o n al ly satisfied with
they do not desire to be pr o m o t e d

(Kahn,

it because

1951).

Many promotions entail an increase in responsibility
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and work difficulty.

Individuals who do not feel up to

the challenge will not desire to be promoted or will at
least be in conflict at the prospect.

Promotions are

unattractive to some individuals because they require them
to give up other important values,
(Bray, Campbell,

& Grant,

such as community ties

1974).

Two hundred engineers and accountants were
viewed in a study conducted by Herzberg et al.

inter
(1950)

and

were asked about events they had experienced at work which
resulted in improved job satisfaction or a reduction
job satisfaction.

in

Advancement was one of the five factors

that stood out as strong determiners of job satisfaction,
and more specifically had greater
change of attitudes.

importance for lasting

These five factors appeared

quently when the respondents

infre

identified events that pa r a l 

leled job dissatisfaction.
Herzberg's

(1966)

two-factor theory argued that the

causes for satisfaction and the causes for dissatisfaction
are quite separate.

The motivation

factors are associated

with psychological growth and can lead one to job satis 
faction.

Included in these factors are achievement,

recognition and the intrinsic nature of the job itself.
The hygiene factors are associated with the context of the
job— pay,

security,

When deficiencies

supervision,

exist

is likely to occur.

and working conditions.

in this category,

dissatisfaction

Their presence cannot be a source of
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job sat isfaction and motivation.
study of 70 teachers,
Herzberg

it was

In Medved's

(1982),

found that the factors

identified as motiva to rs most often contributed

to the satisf ac tio n of teachers,

but

if absent,

the cause for teacher dissatisfaction.
profession,

most often

Education,

as a

can provide satis fa cti on for employees because

of the intrinsic nature of the work

itself and the sense

of accom pl is hm en t derived f rom it.

The teachers

in this

study did not feel their work was being recognized or
appreciated enough by their colleagues and supervisors.
It seems as

if Herzberg's

(1966)

m o ti va ti on -h ygi en e theory

is clearly a de parture from the traditional thinking of
many school ad min istrators
Work

(Jorde,

itself and o p p or tu ni ty

for nearly all the variance
when matching subjects

1984).

for advancement accounted

in overall job satisfaction

for equal satisfaction on mo tivator

and hygiene aspects of the jobs

(Halpren,

1966).

A

strati fie d sample of manu fac tur ing employees stated that
in terms of the job, work
vancement were the most
the company

(Wolf,

the findings

itself,

achievement,

liked aspects about the job and

1967).

from Ronan's

These results are buttressed by
(1970)

study where advancement

(fairness of p r o mo ti on procedures)
tially

was viewed as s u b s t a n 

important for all employees.

The critical
et al.

and a d 

(1959)

incidents me th odology used by Herzberg

has shown the same results

in a variety of
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different settings and across many occupational groups.
Job content,

which

includes opportunities

were ment ion ed as features
(Dysinger,
Stark,

1965;

Myers,

for advancement,

relating to satisfying events

1964;

Schwartz,

Jenisaitis,

&

1963).

Adv an cement

is one of the factors that was an impor 

tant mo t i v a to r in both Herzberg's et al.
accountants and engineers and Myers'
supervisors and scientists but
from the data on teachers.

(1959)

(1964)

study of

study of

is one important omission

Advancement

is not mentioned

by teachers due to the lack of opportunity

in the teaching

pro fe s s i o n for advancement.

to achieve

upward mobility,

If one wishes

he or she must

leave teaching for a

related e du ca ti on p ro fes si on such as administration,
supervision,

and counseling.

A differentiated

teaching

p r o g r a m can be establi she d whereas teaching roles and
reward systems
giovanni

can vary acc ording

& Carver,

1973).

to re sponsibility

(Ser

Accom pl ish me nt of this task can

be achieved by initiating the following;
1.
Providing opportunities for teachers to
advance w it hi n the ranks of teaching.
2.
Alteri ng responsibilities among the
various teaching roles and keying ad va ncement to
responsibility.
3.
El im inating aspects of the work itself
whic h are sources of dis sa tis fa cti on for tea ch 
ers, thereby salvaging this factor as a m o t i v a 
tor.
Use of pa rap rof e s si on al s would be helpful
in this effort.
(Sergiovanni & Carver, 1973,
pp. 77-78)
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Adv an cement

is one of the factors that appear to be

bi-pol ar when arranged on a conceptual continuum,
al ternate assumption proposed by Herzberg et al.
Teachers perceive

(1959).

it as contributing to both job s a t i s f a c 

tion and di ss atisfaction
words,

an

(Sergiovanni,

if a factor accounting

altered or eliminated,

1967).

In other

for dissatisfaction is

job satisfaction will result.

Or,

failure to maintain a sa ti sfaction condition will result
in teacher dissatisfaction.

Ad va ncement as a potential

factor as a satisfier appears

to be lost for teachers

under our present system due to the lack of opportunity
for concrete advancement and in fact teaching assignments
could be considered a terminal position.
Disregarding any dem ographic variables such as school
location,

size,

county,

school

level within the district,

level,

district,

and school

teachers were found to be

di ssa tis fie d with advancement

(Lester,

1984).

These

findings are somewhat consistent with other studies which
found subgroups of teachers having some specific needs.
For example,

young men midway

need more opportunities

in their teaching careers

to advance withi.n the profession

and gain status from teaching as a career
W hen

individual work

(Medved,

items were examined by teachers

indicating either moderate or high satisfaction,
below these levels
Murphy's study

1982).

for 18 of 59 items used

(1982).

One of these

40% fell

in Haughey and

items related
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directly to school board policies
matters such as promotion,

concerning personnel

evaluation,

and hours of p r e 

paration.
Overall,

teachers are dissatisfied with the opp or tu n

ities for advancement
teaching assignments

in spite of the fact that classroom
are viewed as terminal positions.

A

di ff er entiated teaching p r o g r a m has been suggested as a
remedy of this p r o b l e m

(Sergiovanni & Carver,

1973).

Satisf ac ti on With Students and Student Discipline

The theoretical equivalent to teacher job s at isf ac 
tion with students and student discipline
will fall under the category of agents.
agent category

in numerous studies

(the respondent himself)
chinery,

weather,

in this study
Although the

range from the self

to nonhuman agent

neighborhood,

(nature,

and equipment),

ma

this

research will concentrate on agents being defined as
customer(s)

of respondent

and buyers)

(Locke,

(including students,

1973).

Literature supports and provides
sa ti sfaction with respect to agents
bias.

patients,

evidence that job

is based on defensive

Individuals give credit to themselves

fying events that oc c u r

for s a t i s 

in the work place more often than

accepting blame for di ssatisfying events, which is p r o 
jected to nonself agents

(Locke,

1973; Schneider & Locke,

1971) .
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In a study completed by Wall
scores on a measure of

(1973),

77 employees'

"ego defensiveness"

correlated

s ig ni fic an tl y with the pr opo rti on of all dissatisfying
factors me n ti on e d whic h were hygiene factors
(1966)

sy st em of classification.

hygiene

factors are agents

in Herzberg's

Since most of Herzberg's

(other persons),

the previous

results support the idea that his results are partially to
blame on the defense m e c h a n i s m of

individuals.

People tend to take credit for good events and to
blame others
1973;

for bad events

Schn eid er & Locke,

(Herzberg et al.,

1971).

(Herzberg et al.,

In all three studies,

Locke,

In dissatis fy in g events

the attitudi na l effects are referred away
himself

1959;

from the person

1959).
the results

for agents can be

attributed both to defensiveness on the part of employees
and to the fact that opportuni tie s

for other persons to

cause di ss ati sfa cti on are gre at er than their opportunities
to cause s ati sf act io n
Most findings
tion consi ste nt ly

(Locke,

1973).

from studies of teacher job s at isf ac 
indicate that the psychic rewards d e 

rived from the teaching job itself and the pleasure of
working with children are far more
than ext rinsic

rewards

On the othe r hand,

(Lortie,

important to educators

1975;

Sergiovanni,

interpersonal relations

1980).

(subordinates)

was also found to be a source of job dis satisfaction for
teachers

(Sergiovanni,

1967).

Since students are the
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focus of a teacher's work,
the successes

they should account for many of

that teachers have.

Students are considered

the raw materi al for the achievem en t successes and acts of
recognition whi ch teachers percei ve as sources of job
sati sf ac ti on

(S e r g i o v a n n i , 1967).

Once establishing an

appropriate relationship with students,
pursue sa tisfaction from the job
this

relationship.

teachers

can

itself by capitalizing on

A good relationship with students

not strong enough to be a source of job satisfaction,
can be a source of job di ss ati sfa ct ion

is
but

if a poor re lat ion 

ship does exist.
Extensive research on the extrinsic,
ps yc hi c rewards
work was
study.

teachers

ancillary and

received from their careers and

completed by Lortie

(1975)

in his Five Towns

When answering que st ion s specifically about s a t 

isfactions they received

from teaching,

they o v e r w h e l m 

ingly cited task-re lat ed outcomes which Lortie has s p e c i 
fied as psyc hic rewards.

The major emphasis on their

answers was that satisf act ion
sults wi t h students.

experienced extreme g r a t i f i 

Simi lar data was found

in the national survey

con ducted by the Nation al Education Association
When

20% of the respondents were asked questions

they were

re

Res pondents who believed they had

influenced their students,
cation.

accompanied desirable

requested to identify

satis fac tio n and enco ura gem en t,"

in 1963.
in which

"sources of pro fessional
students was

the selected
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answer by 80% of the respondents.
Lortie's
results

(1975)

The modal replies from

study reveal that concern with classroom

is dominant and that teaching is satisfying and

encouraging when positive things happen in the classroom.
Student discipline and cl assroom control have been
found in the literature to be synonymous
Schools are thought of as organizations
dated rel ationship with their clients

(Lortie,

1975).

that have a man

(students) where

neither organization nor client can exercise a choice
concerning their participation

(Carlson,

1964).

One major

feature of the school's social system is that of client
control.
portion

Control of students therefore becomes a major
in the work of teachers and can be the basis upon

which teachers

are assessed

(Lortie,

1975; Willower,

1971).
One piece of research that addressed the relationship
between teacher job satisfaction and student control
indicated that the consistency of teacher beliefs and
behavi or with regard to pupil control did predict job
sa ti sfaction

(Willower & Heckert,

tions from this study,

1977) .

Other

based on conjecture,

was that

people who are well adjusted will be consistent
areas

implica

in most

in belief and behavior and will be satisfied with

their work.
that predicts

More specifically,

the same personality type

belief-behavior consistency will also p r e 

dict job satisfaction.

The results of this study should
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poi nt to the significance of the social context within
which work occurs when

investigating the dimensions of job

satisfaction.
The lack of teaching time due to other factors such
as excess paper work and disruptive students,

has been an

indicator by some teachers as a source of job di s s a t i s 
faction.

Segregation of students

is one method of d i s c i p 

line that protects teaching time by removing the d i s r u p 
tive elements of unselected clients from the main stream.
Giving partial treatment to some students protects t e a c h 
ing time and channels the pro fessional efforts toward
those students for which the school is geared to supply
the most adequate service,
satisfaction for teachers
of these findings was
duals

therefore creating greater job
(Lortie,

1975).

found in a study done on why indivi

leave the teaching profession.

reasons was that there
much time
tions

Further support

One of the top four

is not enough time to teach;

too

is spent on clas sro om discipline and interr up

(McKinley & Merritt,

1985).

Sources of stress have been found to be negatively
correlated to job satisfaction
1979).

(Kyriaco & Sutcliffe,

Several reasons were given for this phenomenon,

two of whic h were directly related to students and student
discipline.

The first was when

individual students con

tinually misbehave and the second was an inadequate d i s 
ciplinary policy of the school.

Stress producing factors
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identified in sim ila r studies also included discipline
problems

(Cichon & Koff,

1978?

Sparks & Hammond,

1981).

Even though the amount of hard data on student dis
cipline

is near nonexistent,

by educators on this topic.

there is an ongoing concern
Evidence of this

most surveys and questionna ire s seeking

is found in

information re 

garding job satisfaction.

Sat isfaction Wit h C ur ri cu l u m and Job Task

The nature of work
satisfaction,
the

itself,

as a det erminant of job

has been consistently found in studies on

importance of di fferent job characteristics.

tunity to use one's skills and abilities,
learning,

creativity,

responsibility,

variety,

opportunity

difficulty,

amount of work,

(autonomy),

and job satis fa ct io n
Hackman & Lawler,
1971;

job

and complexity are some of the work attributes

that have been found to be related to both work

Maher,

for

non-arbitrary pressure for performance,

control over work methods and work pace
enrichment,

Oppor

(Alderfer,

1971;

Patchen,

1967;

Hall & Lawler,

1970; Vroom,

interest

Cooper et al.,
1971?

Locke,

1979;
1973;

1964).

Studies that have attempted to identify the major
dimensions of job content have been made by Brief and
Aldag

(1974)

extensive
(1975).

and Hackman and Lawler

(1971),

with the most

research being completed by Hackman and O ld ha m
Thro ugh the use of the Job Diagnostic Survey
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(JDS),

five core dimensions were found that involve some

aspects of the job content that can affect an employee's
work satisfa cti on

(Hackman & Oldham,

di mensions are skill variety,
cance,

autonomy,

1975).

task identity,

The five core
task s i g n i f i 

and feedback f ro m the job itself.

Previous to their study,

13 different telephone

company jobs were desc rib ed using a subgroup of the five
core dimensions
variety,

identified by Hackm an and O l d h a m — skill

autonomy,

job itself

task identity,

(Hackman & Lawler,

and feedback from the

1971).

The purpose of the

study was to specify the conditions under which jobs would
facilitate the development of

internal motivation for

effe cti ve performance.
The following propos it ion s were derived from their
work:
1.

The worker's per ce pt io n of his job's core d i m e n 

sions are positi vel y related to various affective re
sponses
tion,

to his job

general
2.

(e.g.,

level of

job satisfaction,

internal work m o t i v a 

and job involvement).

Jobs perc eiv ed as high on all four core d i m e n 

sions are associated with m a x i m u m internal work m o t i v a 
tion,

and general
3.

job satisfaction.

Relationships

core dimensions

between perceptions of the four

and the wo rke r's affective responses to

his job are stronge r for those
order need strengt h

individuals having higher

(desire for higher order needs)

than
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those individuals having
4.

Workers

less higher order need strength.

from .rural backgrounds have greater

higher order need strength than workers from urban ba ck 
grounds .
A replication of this study was made by Brief and
Aldag

(1974).

strong support

The outcomes from their research provide
for the presence of positive associations

between a worker's perceptions

of their job ch ar act er

istics and their effective responses to that job.
When jobs are high on the four core dimensions,
employees who are desirous of higher order need s a t i s f a c 
tion tend to have high motivation,
be absent from work

infrequently,

sion as doing high quality of work
1971).

The harder and better

high job satisfaction,
and be rated by s u p e r v i 
(Hackman & Lawler,

individuals perform on a job

whic h is per ce iv ed as high on task variety,
identify,

and feedback,

autonomy,

task

the more satisfaction they are

likely to feel.
There are three general
central

job characteristics

in de veloping a congruence between

individual need

sat isfaction and organ iz at io na l goal achievement
& Lawler,

1971).

believe

(Hackman

A job must provide workers with a fe el

ing of responsibility
work.

that are

for a meaningful portion of their

They must realize the work

they do

they are person al ly responsible

is their own and

for whatever

successes and failures occur as a result of their efforts.
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Only when one possesses these feelings of ownership can
they experience personal success and gain
The second characteristic

in self-esteem.

is a job must provide work

outcomes which are intrinsically meaningful or otherwise
experiences

as worthwhile.

forts are not perceived as

If the results of one's e f 
important,

it is unlikely they

will feel especially good wh en they work effectively.
There are difficulties when specifying the kinds of job
ch ara cteristics

that will provi de outcomes which are

considered meaningful and worthwhile

for people

due to their different value structures.

in general

For individuals

who have desires for higher order need satisfaction,
however,

a job that

is high on both task

variety will provide op portunities
ingfullness

from their work

identity and

to experience m e a n 

(Turner & Lawrence,

The third job characteristic that
d ev el op in g a congruence between

1965).

is central

in

individual need s a t i s f a c

tion and organizational goal achievement

is the job must

pr ov ide feedback about per fo rma nce effectiveness.

Such

feedback may come from various sources such as the task
itself or from significant o t h e r s — an esteemed co-worker
or a supervisor.

In order for satisfaction to' occur,

feedback must be present
the wo rke r

in a form that

(Hackman & Lawler,

Numerous

studies,

Herzberg et al.

(1959)

is believable to

1971).

completed
theory

the

in attempts

to test the

that job satisfaction and
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job diss at is fac ti on are caused by qual ita tiv ely different
job factors,

have used intrinsic and ex trinsic factors to

describe job-related factors and environ me nt- re lat ed
factors.

Work

recognition,

itself

is in the first category along with

achievement,

while salary,

advancement and responsibility,

company policies

aspects of supervision,

and practices,

and working conditions

technical
fall into

the latter.
Studies
al.

that supported the findings of Herzberg et

( 1959). were carried out by Wernimont

et al.

(1963),

and Rosen

(1963).

( 1966);

Schwartz

Satis fa ct io n with the

job can be due to high levels of sa ti sfaction with in
trinsic factors,

and dissati sf ac ti on can be due to low

levels of s a ti sf ac ti on with

intrinsic factors.

Extrinsic

factors can cause both sa ti sfaction and dissatisfaction,
but

individuals are more

likely to say they have bad or

dissat is fi ed feelings about these extrinsic factors.
itself,

achievement,

and responsibility were found in most

satisfying situations by the subjects

(accountants and

engineers)

study.

used

Work

in W e r n im on t' s

ing d i s s at is fy in g situations,

(1966)
work

In d e s c r i b 

itself was one of the

factors that was endors ed next to advancement and re co gni 
tion, which
findings.

is consistent with Herzberg's et al.

The five strongest d i s s a t i s f i e r s , for both

accountants and engineers,
(Wernimont,

(1959)

were all

intrinsic factors

1966).
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Most studies of teacher job satisfaction have

indi

cated that the psyc hic rewards derived from the teaching
task

itself and the pleasu re of working with children are

far mor e

important to teachers

(Lortie,

1975; Sergiovanni,

true,

than extrinsic rewards

1980).

Although this may be

one must keep in mind that teaching

is a complex job

and not easily defined by a set of specific duties

charac

teristic of teachers at all levels

There

(Jorde,

1984).

are vast differences between wh at teachers do in one s e t 
ting and anoth er at a diff ere nt school.
also vary from one dem ographic

Conditions may

location to another.

The

result being that teacher's o n -th e- job responsibilities
vary

in sign ifi ca nt ways

(Richey,

1974).

The roles and responsibi li tie s of teachers do have
some similarities,
bilities

such as mu nd ane housekeeping

like keeping attend an ce

hall and collecting milk money.
plex job whi ch

involves

intense

records,

monitoring study

Teaching

is also a c o m

interpersonal

interactions

with many students more or less simultaneously.
itself entails diagnosis,
d eci sio n making.
continuous
stage

evaluation,

The work day

re spo nsi 

The work

interpretation and

is comprised of an intense

flow in which the teacher is constantly on

(Sanders & Schwab,

1980).

Teachers have consid era ble autonomy to run their
classrooms

as they want

is an

impression that most people

have of teaching and may be a gross misconception.
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Teachers are isolated from their colleagues much of the
day.

Within their own classrooms,

they operate within the

confines of complex expectations established by the cu r r i 
culum material they should cover,
activities,

the range of allowable

and a time structure that governs when those

activities can happen.

So what appears to some as au to 

nomy, may indeed be viewed as isolation by the teachers
(Chapman & Lowther,
Work
vanni's

1982).

itself appeared as a bi-polar factor in Sergio-

(1980)

study of teacher job satisfaction and

dissatisfaction.

As a factor indicating high or low

attitudes of teacher's job feelings,
produce both.

it was found to

A teacher's job requires considerable

at tention to maintenance type activities
scheduling details,

and lunch duty).

(attendance,

The work

itself

factor was found to be high in satisfaction potential,

but

was frequently cited as a source of dissatisfaction for
teachers

(S e r g i o v a n n i , 1980).

Conclusions

from this same study

indicated that

teachers derive the most satisfaction from work-centered
activity,

which was

achievement,

reflected

recognition,

teacher job satisfaction.

in the pre dominance of

and responsibility as sources of
Low job feelings were found

factors which were not in themselves work centered;
er,

they focused on conditions

the actual work

in

rath

and people which surround

(Haughey & Murphy,

1982; Medved,

1982;
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Sergiovanni,

1980).

When asked the question regarding what aspects of the
job are most gratifying for teachers,

the response most

commonly found is contact with students.
teachers are the intrinsic ones:
they have made a positive

The rewards for

for example,

knowing

impact on their students.

response coincides with the findings of Lortie's
study that teachers are highly
ted,

This

(1975)

intrinsically job m o t i v a 

based on his national survey of the teaching pr o f e s 

sion.

Specific job constraints

that

interfered with

intrinsic job satisfaction were listed by teachers as:
(a)

lack of planning time,

work,

(b) tedious paper and clerical

(c) an out-of-touch and autocratic administration,

(d) di sruptive and unmotivated students,

(e) extra teac h

ing functions such as faculty meetings and
workshops,

(f) uncooperative parents,

to presc rib e curriculum,
low oc cu pational prestige

(h)

(g)

"time wasting"
lack of autonomy

feelings of failure,

(Lortie,

1975;

and

(i)

Pagel & Price,

1980).
Many of these dissatisfactions
vities which directly
ment with students.

are a result of a ct i

interfere with a teacher's
Therefore

involve

they are concerned about

parenta l and administrative demands which are indirectly
related to the classroom

(Pagel & Price,

source of job dissatisfaction

1980).

Another

is the lack of their control

over cu rri cul um and their role of

instructional
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specialist.

Administrators are perceived as interfering

with teachers'

area of expertise by imposing regulations

and specific cu rri cul um guidelines developed at the cen
tral office

level.

Satisf act ion Wi th Co-Workers

Co-workers,

as with pay,

has been a majo r factor

found in studies of job satisfaction.
the job, on the average,

Social aspects of

were rated first

in response to

the questi on on what made people most satisfied or di s 
satisfied with their job

(Herzberg et al.,

it is through personal, relationships,
and friends,

that

pleasures from,

1959).

Since

such as with family

individuals view and receive

life's

it seems evident that social interactions

at work are likely to provide a major source of sat is fa c
tion

(Gruneberg,

1979).

extension of employed
provides

The work situation being an

individuals'

social

interaction

further support of this hypothesis.

One of the basic lower order needs profe sse d by
Ma slo w

(1970)

is the need for social

are numerous studies that have
in work situations

interaction.

found that social

indicate demoralizing effects.

such study found that

individuals

There
isolation
One

isolated from others

because of the design of the job tended to be more dis
satisfied with their jobs than others
1952).

The findings from VanZelst's

(Walker & Guest,
(1952)

study
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indicated that, where

individuals were allowed to increase

the social satisfaction from their work,
increased.

When

own work-mates,
and costs

job satisfaction

individuals were allowed to choose their
then job satisf ac ti on as well as turnover

improved significantly.

to choose their co-workers there

By allowing

individuals

is evidence that people

come toget he r with roughly equal skills and performance.
Where this phenom en on exists,
terms of similar skill levels,
ivity

increase

(Cross & Warr,

work groups constituted in
sa ti sfaction and pr o d u c t 
1971).

The taxonomy of job situations constructed by He rz
berg et al.

(1959) was

found to be an oversimplified

por tr ay al of the me c h an is m by whi ch job satisfaction or
dis sa ti sf ac ti on comes about
1967).

Dunnette et al.

(Dunnette,

(1967)

Campbell,

found that satisfaction or

di ss at is fa ct io n can be caused by job content,
or both jointly.
sic

(context)

by Dunnette et al.

job context,

S a ti sf ac ti on with co-workers,

job feature,

& Hakel,

an ex t r i n 

for the six occupations studied

(1967), was

found to be more salient

for satis fy in g situations than for dissatisfying ones.
These results are in o pp os it io n to those of Herzberg et
al.

(1959)

who found that satisf ac ti on with co-workers has

the p o t en ti al only for pro du ci ng
that

job dissatisfaction,

and

it does not lead to job satis fa ct io n even when it is

unusually good.
Several studies have found that

interpersonal
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relationships between teachers and administrators and
between teachers and co-workers

is particularly

in teacher's self-reports of job satisfaction
1984).
area.

important

(Jorde,

There does seem to be conflicting results

in this

The structural form of the school organization and

the rigid time schedules that dictate the teacher's day,
all ow only marginal
(Lortie,

1975).

interaction during the teacher's day

The ir soci alization patterns are ch ar ac 

terized by individualism.
of teachers
horts.

The

is accomplished

intrinsic job satisfaction

in isolation from their c o 

T e a c he r- t ea ch e r interaction was not found to be a

critical aspect of the work life of teachers
study.

In contrast to this,

rangement that

teachers may pr efer an a r 

is conducive to sharing

with their colleagues.

ideas and resources

Collegial support

one of the goals of the organization
tained involvement of

in Lortie's

its teachers

is important

is to achieve s u s 

(Jorde,

1984).

Emo

tional support can reflect a concern for others and
addition prov ide

in

the foundation for a nurturing cohesion

that may enhance a teacher's sense of self
1978;

if

Sergiovanni,

(Hoy & Miskel,

1980).

Extending Herzberg's

(1966)

study,

Sergiovanni

sought to det ermine whether or not the factors
teachers would di stribute themselves

reported by

into mutually ex 

clusive satisfa cti on and di ss atisfaction categories.
results de mon str ate d that many

(1967)

The

factors which accounted for
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high job feelings of teachers and many of the factors
which accounted for low job feelings of teachers were
m utu all y exclusive.

Interpersonal relations with peers

was a factor that produc ed low job feelin gs— job d i s s a t i s 
faction.
pl eted

In the NEA Na tionwide Teacher Opinion Poll com

in May

1980

(National Education Association,

1980),

relationships with oth er teachers was also found to have a
negative effect on their job satisfaction which provides
further support to both Herzberg
(1967)

(1966) and S e r g i o v a n n i 's

findings.

The teaching profe ssi on has been considered a lonely
pr of es si on

(Lortie,

1975; Sarason,

1971).

Teachers have

limited contact with other adults during the school day.
W ith in traditional school settings,
isolation that teachers
support

endure

the loneliness and

can often be alleviated by

from both administrators and co-workers.

social support of any type is not available,
isolation

increases,

resentment develops,

of teaching lead to burnout

(Farber,

When

the sense of

and the stresses

1982)

and job d i s 

satis fac tio n .
In the educational setting, when opportunities
contact and consult pr ofe ssi ona l colleagues
there
Hay,

is minimal,

is a direct relation to work alienation
1978).

to

(Forsyth &

A positive group climate was found to be

related to school effectiveness or a productive learning
context for students by Garland and O'Reilly

(1976).
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Several studies

indicate that

interpersonal relations

is

one factor that relates job satisf act ion to the o r g a n i z a 
tional climate

(Hellriegel & Slocum,

1974)

which

in turn

affects school outcomes and par ti cip an t behavior.

Sa ti sf a c t i o n W ith Parents and Com munity

The theoretical base for the literature review on
this topic will be the community,
subgroup of this

with parents being a

larger social system.

Empirical document at io n on the influence of community
characteristics on job satisf ac ti on and job performance
have been made by Cureton and Katzell
Barrett,

and Parker

(1961),

(1962),

and Kendall

Katzell,

(1963).

culture p atterns were found to be positiv ely

Nonurban

correlated to

small plant and small community syndrome and were both
related to the job satisfa ct io n and job per formance of the
work groups
1961).

(Cureton & Katzell,

1962; Katzell et al.,

T hese authors explained their findings

in terms of

the relationship between small-town cultures and the needs
and expectations of the workers.

They hypothesized that

the workers viewed high p r od uc tiv it y as a means

to the

desireable end of high rewards.
Co mm uni ty cha racterist ics were used to index frames
of reference o f ’ the workers
to them in the community
from this

research

and the alternatives

(Kendall,

1963).

available

The findings

indicated that measures of satisfaction
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with various aspects of the job had no relationship to
measures of pe rf ormance and absenteeism,

but high absence

rates were related to unattractive community features and
high perf orm anc e was related to both personal backgr ou nd
and unatt ra ct iv e community features.
Kendall found that high general
sat is f a c t i o n with pay,

More

importantly,

job satisfaction,

high

and high satisfaction with the work

done on the job were related to unattractive community
features.
Using the following pre di ct io ns

regarding job s a t i s 

faction and community characteristics:
1.

Measures

of job sa tis fac tio n should be associated

with community variables wh i c h reflect the prosperity,
extent of slums,

the amount of productive farming,

amount of une mployment
2.

the

and the

in the area.

Measures of a worker's satisfaction with his pay

should be more strongly associated with community ch a r a c
teristics

than are the other aspects of job satisfaction.

Hulin
community
farming,
jobs.

(1966)

found that the less attractive the

in terms of slums,

prosperity,

and productive

the more satisfied are the workers with their

Pay satisf act ion was the satisfaction variable most

s tro ngl y affected by com mun ity variables, while the p e r 
centage of unemployed workers did not appear to be related
to job sa tis fac tio n to any si gn ificant degree

(Hulin,

1966) .
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In a field study of 82 scientists and engineers
regarding the reasons for t hem remaining or leaving the
organization,

it was found that elements

in their work

context or community environment might cause them to leave
(Friedlander & Walton,

1964).

A high propo rt io n of the

negative motivat io ns did not pertain to the work process
itself,

but included pro mo ti on and pay,

ions,

leadership and management,

ship,

living costs,

supervisory o p i n 

housing and home o w n e r 

and schools.

These variables are

either job items external to the work process
elements wi thin the community environment.

itself or

Since these

work context characteristics are related to negative
motivations,

they would see m to produce or prevent di s s a 

tisfaction but are
job sa ti sfaction
There

ineffective

in producing or preventing

(Herzberg et al.,

1959).

is a minimal amount of research on teacher job

s a ti sf ac ti on that mentions teachers'
community.

When mention was made,

satis fa ct io n with the

teachers were found to

be di ss atisfied with the isolation they felt working
small rural communities.

The major disadvantages

were stated by these teachers were
volvement
tacts,

in the community,

Haughey & Murphy,

Many of the

isolated geographically,

re cr ea tionally and culturally
1980;

in

inadequate professional c o n 

respondents considered themselves

Gleadow,

that

lack of privacy,

and un sa ti sfactory support services.

socially,

in

(Cross,

Bandy,

&

1982).
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Instead of focusing on satisfaction with the physical
and cultural aspects of the community,

the body of l it er a

ture addresses the concept of teacher satisfaction with
community and parent support.

In the NEA Nationwide

T ea che r Opinion Poll completed

in 1980,

the following

three factors were mentioned by respondents as having a
negative effect on their job satisfaction:
tude toward schools,

public at ti

status of teachers

in community,

relationships with parents of students.

Teachers are

and

increasingly concerned or dissatisfied with the lack of
recognition of their worth in society

(Medved,

1982).

These findings parallel those of the Metropolitan
Life survey of New York state teachers
Insurance Co.,
teachers

1984).

Sixty-one percent of New York

feel they are not respected

and 48% feel there

in today's society

is not full parental or community

support for education.
for education

(Metropolitan Life

This feeling of a lack of support

is pr ec ipitated by the teachers'

view that

they are

isolated from the larger community in facing

problems

in the schools.

support

Lack of parental and community

is one of the five most frequent causes of burnout

listed by teachers
Sutcliffe,

(deHaas & Raquepaw,

1984; Kyriaco &

1978).

Lack of perceived satisfaction or support from both
administrators and the community has personified the
frustrations of teaching in the last 15 years

(Farber,
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1982)

and has decreased the amount of commitment teachers

have to the profession.

In 1962,

20 or more years experience,
reduced in half

Anderson,

by 1976 that number had been

(Dubrin et al.,

ers last more than four years
1978) while

28% of all teachers had

1979).

Only 59% of t e a c h 

in the cla ssroom

60% of current teachers

(Mark &
indicated

that they plan to remain in teaching until retirement
(McGuire,

1979).

Sat isfaction W i t h School Buildings,
and Mai nt en an ce

Supplies

For the pu rp o s e of this research,
of school buildings,

the three variables

supplies and mai ntenance will be

treated under the broader category of physical e n v i r o n 
mental factors.
The social and physical aspects of the environment
have been studied and examined as causes of work behaviors
and attitudes.

Topics that have been investigated are the

formation and ma in tenance of work groups
Oldham,
1974),

1976),

ps ychological climate

and stress and social support

(Hackman &

(James & Jones,
(Wineman,

1982).

These studies would attest to the importance of good
personal relationships
of the employees.

for the benefit and effectiveness

Research dealing with aspects of the

physical environment also suggests
employee attitudes
1974;

Sommer,

the influence

and behaviors as well

1974; Tognoli,

(Mahoney

it has on
& Frost,

1973).
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There are far too many aspects of the physical
working environment to adequately summarize all of them.
In general,

employees value physical surroundings that are

ch aracterized by safety and comfort.
than extremes,
tion,

Moderation rather

in terms of temperature,

lighting and noise,

humidity,

ven ti la 

are preferred since extremes can

cause discomfort and reduce one's ability to work.
ployees also prefer a work place that
home,

new rather than old buildings,

adequate tools and equipment

Em 

is located close to
cleanliness,

(Barnowe, Mangione,

and
& Quinn,

1972) .
Underlying the empl oye es preference for pleasant
work ing conditions are the principles of:
for physical comfort,
(b)

the desire

(a)

the desire

based on their physical needs;

and

for conditions which facilitate the a t t a i n 

ment of their work goals

(Locke,

1976).

In one study undert ake n to assess the relative con
tribution the social and ph ysi cal environment at work had
in explaining employee attitud e and perceptions of their
work,

the physical environment was consistently related to

job satisf act ion
Findings

(Zalezny, Hawkins,

from Oldham and Brass's

& Farace,

(1979)

1983).

study support

fact that the physical environment can contribute
satisfaction or dissatisfaction.
that changes
change

The ir analyses

in job characteristics

the

to job
indicated

that accompanied the

in facilities explained much of the decline

in
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satisfaction and motivation in employees.
Using 73 environmental factors,
community aspects,

some of which were

the relationship between the importance

of these factors and the satisfaction or dissatisfaction
which these elicited was studied with the following re
sults

(Friedlander,

1965) :

1.
The satisfaction and the importance
attributed to various environmental factors are
unrelated when mean satisfaction-importance
scores are correlated across all factors.
2.
Satisfaction and importance are si g n i 
ficantly related if environmental factors are
dichotomized into satisfying and dissatisfying
experiences.
3.
Satisfying and dissatisfying e n v i ro n
mental factors are of approximately equal im
portance.
However, factors of extreme s a t i s 
faction and dissatisfaction are significantly
more important than factors of mild satisfaction
or dissatisfaction.
(p. 163).
These findings shed some doubt on the assumption that
the more dissatis fyi ng factors
more

important.

For the most satisfying factors,

include the work situation,
important

in one's environment are

the tendency

items to be more satisfying

which

is for the more

(Friedlander,

1965).

Job sat isfaction with environmental factors studies
and research can be in numerous working places and
careers.

One such study,

environmental factors,

which adds specificity to the

was completed on the attitudes of

277 college faculty members about their work.
indicated that the dissatisfiers
tions which

The results

arose from working c o n d i 

included poor facilities and equipment
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(D i e n e r , 1984).
Teachers have constantly been subject to financial
burdens which are worsening rapidly:
school budgets

(Dubrin et al.,

shrinking public

1979).

State revenues have

de creased or become nonexistent for some school districts
combined with tighter fiscal policies have cut deeply into
school supplies and equipment.
recreation equipment,

Audio-visual equipment,

crafts and sports supplies have

enabled teachers to diversify and create activities that
were a relief for both students

and teachers.

Budget cuts

have made these less available,

placing more burden and

responsibility on the teacher to fill up every minute of
the daily schedule.
Literature

in en vironmental psychology emphasizes the

subtle yet powerful

impact of our physical surroundings.

A rc hi te ct ur e and physical design of work environments can
influence ps ychological and physiolo gi ca l states
as social behavior
school context,
lighting,

(Craig,

1973;

Weinstein,

as well

1979).

In the

environmental variables such as heating,

noise level,

ventilation,

in or d e r to measure comfort,

and layout of design

teacher's work efficiency and

pupil performance have been investigated.
variables such as color,

form,

texture,

Additional

spatial dimensions

and general environmental quality have also been studied.
School designs have been categorized as being either
cohesive or isolating.

The latter design facilitates
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interaction with larger groups,
involvement.

promoting gre at er staff

Some spatial arrangements

inhibit teachers

from observing and working with each o t h e r — often found in
elementary schools.

Implications of this spatial a r r a n g e 

ment pose certain problems
affect satisfaction

for teachers

(Dreeben,

that may well

1973).

Changes that would augment teacher job sa ti sfaction
with facilities was
equipment,
(1975)

centered on books,

more audiovisual

and more or better designed space

Five Town Study.

The teachers

in Lortie's

in this study did

not feel suffi ci en tl y well supplied with physical ma t e r i 
als.

Further support of these findings was established

studies completed by Murnane and Phillips
and Murphy

(1982),

Haughey

and the teacher opinion poll completed

by the National Ed ucation Asso cia tio n
of these studies

(1977),

i n . 1980.

All three

indicated a concern of teachers

and a

slight dissati sfa ct ion of the physical facilities,
als,

supplies,

in

and equipment.

materi

One piece of research also

stated that faculty members were dissatisfied wi th the
procedures used for obtaining

them and found that d e p a r t 

mentali zed programs co mpl icated the use of materials
(Murnane & Phillips,

1977).

The results of 500 teachers surveyed in New York are
in direct o pp os it ion to the studies stated above.

The

majority felt positi ve about the availability of teaching
materials and supplies

in their school and gave positive
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marks to their school's p hy si ca l facilities
Life Insurance Co.,

(Metropolitan

1984).

Sat is fa c t i o n With C o m mu ni cat io n

Com mu ni ca tio n flow pattern,
flow of

frequency,

directional

information and or gan iza ti on al climate contribute

sig ni fi ca nt ly to job satisfaction,

as well as verbal

recognition of an employee's per fo rm an ce
Mah er & Piersol,
listening,

1970).

understanding,

(Locke,

1973;

Co mm u n i c a ti on variables such as
and quality of communications

studied by Falcione, McCorskey,

and Daly

(1977),

were

found to have an impact on job satisfaction also.
communic at io n
agreement

(Burke & Wilcox,

1979),

(Richmond & McCorskey,

Open

tolerance for d i s 

1979),

and the employee's

ability to initiate c o m m u ni ca ti on about personal needs and
goals

(Long,

1979),

style

(McCorskey,

along with management communication

Richmond,

& Davis,

correlations to job satisfaction.

1981), have positive

Of particular

impor

tance is the nature and quali ty of employee communication
with superv is or

(Buller,

Falcione et al.,

Moore,

Luttrell,

& Furr,

1981;

1977).

These studies have e mp ha si zed the importance of
c o m m un ic at io n with a su pe r vi s o r as it relates to job
satisfaction.

Both com mu ni ca tio n satisfaction with

the

s up er vi so r and supervisor receptivity to information seem
to be pro mi ne nt c o m m u ni ca ti on -wi th -su pe rvi sor variables
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from the employee's perspective.

The first variable,

communication satisfaction w it h supervisor,

is

communication related and may have a significant contri
bution to job satisfaction.

Hecht

(1978),

views this

concept as an or gan izational communication counterpart to
interpersonal com munication satisfaction and approaches
in terms of "Discriminate fulfillment

. . . with the

expectation of positive consequences"

(p. 254).

it

Supervisor's receptivity to information and communi
cation from subordinates
tion satisfaction
tolerance

is closely related to com mu ni ca 

(Falcione,

1974).

in listening to feedback,

input of ideas,

opinions,

Flexibility and
as well as openness to

suggestions,

and innovations

offered by employees are seen to be components of su pe r
visor receptivity.

These factors,

which are important for

maintenance of relationships are provided by supervisor
receptivity

(Fiedler,

1966).

An empathetic sense of

caring and concern are important to understanding job
satisfaction.
In addition to communication satisfaction and s u p e r 
visor receptivity,

co mmunication strategies

employee partici pa ti on

in decision making have received

considerable attention.

Dec isi on-participation

co ntinuum of access to and
(Dachler & Wilpert,

1978).

Wheelless, Wheelless,

involving

involvement

is a

in decision making

From the perspective of

and Howard

(1984),
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dec isi on-participation references two factors:

(1) the

amount of participation in decision making allowed by the
supervisor,

and

(2) the discrepancy between the amount of

par ticipation allowed by the su pervisor and the amount
desired by the subordinate.

While

has been done on the second factor,

little or no research
numerous efforts have

been made to obtain a positive correlation between the
amount of participation allowed and employee satisfaction.
These efforts,

directly concerned with job satisfaction,

have produced conflicting results.

Research has found

only partial support for a positi ve relationship between
pa rticipation and job satisfaction
Lawler & Hackman,
Falcione

(1974),

significant

1969).

(Coch & French,

Findings by Vroom

and later by Harrison

relationship.

1948;

(1964),

(1981)

show a

While decision-participation

appears to be a factor of job satisfaction,

a discrepancy

between the amount desired by subordinates appears to be
negatively related to their satisfaction.
A digest of research findings

in the discipline of

organizational communication was compiled by Goldhaber,
Yates,

Porter,

and Lesniak

on three areas:

(1978).

Their review focused

(1) historical overview of the major

findings from North America and Europe,

(2) major findings

from the International Communication Association
audit,

and

(3)

(ICA)

implications of all major findings for

future research.

The following findings are based on a
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review of articles that used the ICA audit
al.,

(Goldhaber et

1978):
1.
Most employees want to receive,
than send, information.

more

2.
Employees desire much job-related
information from supervisors and more o r g a n i za 
tional information from top management.
3.
Information from top management is of
lower quality than from other key sources, and
employees would like more face-to-face informa
tion with top management.
4.
Employees se em to receive less than
adequate information regarding reasons for
changes of innovation, the relative performance
of their organ iz at io n or department o p p o r t u n i 
ties for advancement and the financial health of
the organization.
5.
Employees like working and enjoy
healthy interpersonal relationships built upon
trust with those closest to them.
6.
The gre at er the distance between com
municat io n sources and receivers in o r g a n i z a 
tions, the less information received, the less
opportunity to request information, the less
follow-up, the po orer the information quality
and the greater the grapevine communication.
7.
Immediate supervisors and co-workers
are the most trusted, most valued as sources,
and most often turned to for information.
The
supervisor also is the most important link
within the organ iz at io n hierarchy and acts as a
direct mediator of rewards and sanctions for the
individual.
(p. 94)
These findings

indicate that employees desire

mation about their work environment,
sonal relationships with supervisors,

and enjoy

inf or 

interper

co-workers,

and top

management.
One of the most

important decisions a manager must
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make in organizations

is that of determining effective

co mmunication strategies
(Recciello & Trenholm,

to influence subordinates

1983).

If the influence techniques

can be de termined then co mmunication between supervisor
and su bo rdi na te should be more effective,

which should in

turn lead to reduced conflict and increased subordinate
m oti vat ion and sat isfaction
McCroskey,

(Richmond,

Davis,

Saylor,

&

1984).

A number of or ga ni zational variables have been found
to impact employ ee s ati sf act io n with one significant
variable receiving

little a t t e n t i o n — power.

powe r an individual chooses to employ
com munication behavior of that
McCroskey,

1983).

is reflected in the

individual

Literature suggests

The source of

(Richmond &

that communication

between supervi sor and sub ordinate has an impact on s u b o r 
dinate sa tis fac tio n

(Falcione,

Richmond & McCroskey,
specifically,

1979;

McCroskey,

& Daly,

Richmond et al.,

1977;

1984).

More

employee's percepti on s of the communication

behavior of their supervisors
their satisfaction.

have a significant

impact on

Two hundred elementary and secondary

teachers were the subject of research to verify this
po sit ion

(Richmond et al,

1984).

The results of this

study using the Behavior A lt er at io n Techniques
Messages
Richmond,

(BAMs)

(TATs)

instrument dev el op ed by Kearney,

and McCroskey

(1983),

and

Plax,

indicated that teachers

use of the BATs with their supervisors

is most associated
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with their satisfaction with supervision and the pro por 
tion of significant associations with work and position
sa tis fac tio n were only slightly better than chance.
Al tho ugh supervisors may treat satisfied subordinates
diff er en tl y from dissatisfied subordinates,
reasonable to conclude that supervisors'
leads to less subordinate satisfaction

it seems

use of some BATs

(Richmond et al.,

1984) .
When investigating the relationship of bureaucratic
stru ctu re to communication satisfaction of teachers, Moore
(cited in Goldhaber et al.,

1978)

found respondents

in

a u t h or it ar ia n schools more satisfied with communication
than they were dissatisfied.
teachers were

Findings also indicated that

less satisfied with the seven components of

communication satisfaction,

from the Communication S a t i s 

faction Questionnaire

than were teachers

sional schools.

They were significantly

with organizational
visors,

(CSQ)

integration,

communication climate,

and media quality.

in pr o f e s 

less satisfied

communication with s u p e r 

horizontal communication,

Respondents working

in authoritarian

schools were also less sat isfied with general o r g a n i z a 
tional perspective and personal
ers
al.,

in professional schools
1978).

that teachers

feedback than were te a c h 

(Moore,

cited in Goldhaber et

The study pr odu ce d results which concluded
in schools with professional bureaucratic

st ructure are more satisfied with communication than are
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teachers

in authoritarian schools.

Communication variables that relate to teacher job
satisfaction are consistent with those found in other
organizational settings.

The communication needs of the

individual appear to be related to the level of communi
cation satisfaction,

communication satisfaction appears to

be related to overall job satisfaction,
has

its own unique sanctions

and each school

and mores regarding org an iz a

tional communication are some of the principals
parallel
1982;

that run

in both bodies of literature and research

Lee,

(Gould,

1983).

Summary

Teacher job satisfaction and dissatisfaction has long
been an area of intense interest to educational r es ea rc h
ers

in school personnel management.

Some of the dim en 

sions of job satisfaction found in the Teacher Sa t i s f a c 
tion Survey,

developed by the National Association of

Secondary School Principals,
satisfaction

parallel the aspects of job

in other organizational settings and others

are found in a slightly different context
Loher,

1986).

(Schmitt &

The contents of this summary will provide

an overall perspec ti ve found in the review of literature.
Employees'

satisfaction with their s u p e r v i s o r s ) is

based on the pe rceived behavior demonstrated by a p a r t i c u 
lar s u p e ro rd in at e— either task oriented or relation
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oriented.

Workers

tend to be more satisfied with leaders

who demo nst ra te behaviors that are considerate and
supportive rather than indifferent and hostile.
though literature supports this concept,
that

Even

one must be aware

individuals do differ in their preferences.

The

amount of employee part ici pat io n was also found to affect
their job satisf act ion with their supervisor.

Variables

that will affect this relationship are the amount of
desire and ability of the employee,

the type of decision,

the pe rs ona li ty and needs of the subordinate,

and the

trust they have in their supervisor.
Te ac he r satisfaction wi th their supervisor parallels
the findings found

in other or ga nization settings.

Super

visory behavior that promotes

an environment which allows

autonomy

in making decisions,

increases

sibility

in developing and implementing teaching programs,

individual re sp on 

and stresses profe ss io na l skill development will enhance
job s a ti sf ac ti on for teachers.
Pay is the job characteristic most
source of employee di ssa ti sf ac tio n
being equitable.

Employees'

likely to be a

if not perceived as

pay satisfaction can be based

on both the equity and di sc repancy theories.

They judge

their pay by making social comparisons and appraise
compensation

their

in terms of the pe rceived discrepancy between

it and the min imu m pay required to fulfill their present
wants

and n e e d s .
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Co mpe nsa tio n as a motivational factor in job sati s
faction has been met with little response in teacher
self-reports,

and falls

into the category of extrinsic hy

giene factors detailed by Herzberg

(1966).

Pay

is one of

the b i- po la r factors that lead to job sa ti sfaction when
pe rceived by teachers as equitable,

but a contributor to

di s s a ti sf ac ti on when lacking.
Sa ti sfaction w it h opportunities for advancement
viewed

like pay,

a function of the frequency of promotion

in relation to what
individual.

is

is desired and the importance to the

A dv an ce men t

is a strong determiner of job

sat isfaction and has great

importance for lasting changes

of employee attitudes.
In education,

advancement

is infrequently mentioned

by teachers as a major source of job satisfaction or
di s s a ti sf ac ti on due to the lack of opportunities
teaching profe ss io n for upward mobility.

in the

In spite of the

lack of emphasis teachers place on this dimension of job
satisfaction,

they do perceive

it as a contributor to both

sa ti sfaction and dissatisfaction.
tunities are available for them,
result.
result

If promotional o p p o r 
job satisf ac ti on will

Failure to maintain these opportunities will
in teacher dissatisfaction.

Agents
parallel

is the category used in this research to

the study of teacher satisfaction with students

and student discipline.

Literature supports and provides
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evidence that job satisfaction with respect to agents
(customers

and clients)

is based on defensive bias.

Individuals give themselves credit for satisfying events
that occu r at work more often than accepting blame for
dis sat isf yin g events,
agents.

which is projected to nonself

Opportunities

for other persons to cause d i s s a 

ti sfaction are greater than their opportunities to cause
satisfaction.
Psychic rewards, which Lortie
ta sk -related outcomes,

(1975)

has specified as

derived from the teaching job

itself and the pleasure of work in g with children are far
more

important to educators than extrinsic rewards.

teachers have good relationships with students,
faction

is not necessarily the outcome,

When

job s a t i s 

but poor student

relationships can be a source of job dissatisfaction.
Student discipline can be a source of job di ssa tis 
faction

if it continually disrupts classroom activities.

Disr up ti ve students,
excess paper work,

along with other factors such as

decreases

teaching time which teachers

derive the most satisfaction from.
reasons why

individuals

One of the top four

leave the teaching profession was

the lack of quality teaching time,

free from discipline

problems and interruptions.
Opportunities
oppo rt un it y
culty,

to use one's skills and abilities,

for new learning,

amount of work,

creativity,

responsibility,

variety,

diffi

nonarbitrary
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pressu re for performance,

work autonomy,

job enrichment,

and complexity are some of the work attributes that have
been found to be related to job satisfaction.

Jobs that

provide workers with a feeling of responsibility for a
meaningful portion of their work, provide work outcomes
which are intrinsically meaningful and worthwhile,

and

provide feedback about performance effectiveness are
central

in developing a congruence between individual need

satisfaction and organizational goal achievement.
itself

Work

is the intrinsic factor that is the major source of

job satisfaction.
The work

itself

faction potential,

factor for teachers

but can be a source of dissatisfaction.

Due to the nature of the teachers'
maintenance type of activities
and details)

is high in s a ti s

job, which

(attendance,

includes

scheduling,

work can appear as a bi-polar factor of

teacher job satisfaction and dissatisfaction.
tion occurs when teachers are involved
involve and have an educational
and di ss ati sfa cti on precipitates
which directly

Satisfa c

in activities that

impact on their students
as a result of activities

interfere with these activities.

Another source of job dissatisfaction for teachers

is

the lack of their control over curriculum and their role
of

instructional specialist.

They view administrators

interfering with their area of expertise

as

by imposing

regulations and specific curriculum guidelines developed
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at the central office level.
Social

interaction is one of the basic lower order

needs pro fessed by Ma slo w

(1970)

factor of job satisfaction.

and has been a major

Isolation from co-workers has

demora liz ing effects and individuals who experience this
isolation have been found to be less satisfied with their
jobs than others.
The structural form of the school organization and
the rigid time schedules followed by teachers dictate
their day allowing only minimal
colleagues.

interaction with their

They pre fer an ar ra ngement that is conducive

to shar in g ideas and resources with their co-workers but
do not view teacher -te ac her
of their work
leagues

life.

interaction a critical aspect

Emotional support from their c o l 

is a vital part of their needs which enhances

their sense of self and decreases

the amount of job d i s 

satisfa cti on caused by isolation.
Satisfaction with the community has different
cations

for individuals working

tions than

it does for teachers.

in noneducational

impli
insti tu

Community c h a r a c t e r i s

tics are used to index frames of reference of the workers
and the alternatives

High a b s e n t e e
features

rates

available to them in the community.

are

related

and h i g h p e r f o r m a n c e

is

to u n a ttra ctiv e
related

to both p e r s o n a l

b a ck grou n d and u n a t t r a c t i v e

community f e a t u r e s

educators.

job s a t i s f a c t i o n

G en erally,

h igh

community

is

f o r non
related

to
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unattr ac ti ve as well as high sa ti sfaction with pay and
high sa ti sfaction wi th the wo rk done on the job.
Minimal research has been completed on teacher job
satisfaction that mentions their satisfaction w it h the
community.
ment,

Lack of privacy,

inadequate profes sio na l contacts,

support services,
worked
this

lack of community

involve

and unsatisfactory

however, were concerns of teachers who

in small rural communities

and were di ss atisfied by

isolation factor.
The focus on satisf ac ti on with the community for

teachers

is not on the physica l and cultural aspects,

but

on the amount of support given to them by both the co m m u n 
ity and parents.
schools,

Negative public attitudes toward

status of teachers

in the community,

and lack of

parenta l support are major factors of job dissatisfaction
for teachers and have been menti one d as causes

for the

de creased commitment teachers have to the profession.
Aspects

of the physical environment have an

on employee attitudes and behaviors.
value physical sur roundings
safety and comfort.

In general,

that are characterized by
is

new rather than old buildings,

and adequate tools and equipment.

sical environ me nt

they

Employees prefer a work place that

located close to home,
cleanliness,

influence

is consistently

The p h y 

found to relate to job

satisfaction.
Moneta ry restraints

and budget cuts have made
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supplies and equipment availability decrease for many
teachers,

placing more burden and responsibility on them

to fill up every minute of the daily schedule.
quences

Conse 

from the lack of adequate supplies and lack of

revenues to update the existing structures of school
building include both an on-goi ng concern for teachers and
has pr ec ip i ta te d a slight degree of dissatisfaction.
Communic at io n flow pattern,
flow of information,

frequency,

and organi za tio na l climate contribute

significantly to job satisfaction.
variables

directional

Other communication

that have also been found to have an impact on

job sa ti sfaction

include listening,

of communication,
agreement,

understanding,

open communication,

employees'

quality

tolerance for dis

ability to initiate communication

about personal needs and goals,

and management co mmunica

tion style.
The communication variables

that relate to teacher

job sa ti sfaction are consistent with those found in other
org an izational settings.

Individual communication needs

are related to the level of communic at io n satisfaction
(which in turn)

is related to overall job satisfaction.

Most schools have a unique communic at ion system limited by
its own sanctions and mores and can lead to satisfaction
or d i s s a ti sf ac ti on based on the needs of the individual or
individuals working

in that building.

Overall the factors of job satisfaction for teachers
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have a tendency to focus on the work

itself, while the

dissatisfaction factors tended to focus on the conditions
of work.

It does not appear that a teacher can experience

work satisfaction wi th o u t either altering or eliminating
dissatisfiers

first.

Leadership Behavior

Definition of Leadership

Historically,

leadership has been defined in numerous

ways by numerous authors with most definitions

containing,

at least

influencing

in part,

a common t h e m e — a process of

people toward the acc omp lishment of a goal or task
& Blanchard,

1982;

Koontz

Tannebaum, Weschler,
definitions

& O'Donnell,

& Massarik,

1959; Terry,

1959).

is the concept of dynamic

(Hersey

Explicit

1960;

in these

interactions between

leaders and followers working toward mutually formulated
goals.

For the purposes of this study -and to remain

consistent with recent theorists,

leadership will be

defined as the process of

influencing the activities of an

individual or individuals

toward the attainment of a

specified goal.

Leader Behaviors

Implicit

in the defini tio n used in this study

is that

leaders be concerned about both tasks and human relations.
These leadership concerns parall ele d two of the earliest
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schools of thought in organizati ona l
management and human relations.

theory— scientific

In the former theory,

pe ople were manipulated by the leaders much like the
machines

that were emphasized to increase output.

primary focus

The

in scientific manag em ent was meeting or g a n i 

zational goals and not the needs of the individual.

In

the 1930s the human relations movement was initiated by
Mayo

(1933).

Human feelings and attitudes were taken

into

conside rat io n when analyzing and developing the or ga n i z a 
tion.

The leaders'

functions were to facilitate coopera

tive goal attainment and to pr ov ide personal growth and
development opportunities.
Concern for task reflected the thoughts and concepts
found in the scientific manag em en t movement, while the
human relations movement pl aced
cern for relationships.

These

its emphasis on the co n
two concerns were further

dev eloped by the following theorists:
(1964),

Fiedler

(1966),

Blake and Mouton

and Hersey and Blanchard

An ov erv ie w of the Ohio State Leadership Studies
& Coons,

(1982).
(Stogdill

1957) will clarify and provide additional b ac k

ground for the expositions of these theorists.

Ohio State Studies

In 1945 the Bureau of Business Research at Ohio State
Unive rs it y did extensive research

in leadership,

at te m p t 

ing to identify various dimensions of leader behavior
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(Stogdill & Coons,

1957).

These studies

led to the con

clusion that leader behavior can be described by two
d i m e n s i o n s — initiating structure and consideration
(Fleishman,

1953;

Halpin & Winer,

1957).

Initiating

structure and con sideration were defined by Fleishman
(1969)

as:

Consider at ion (c).
Reflects the extent to which
an individual is likely to have job relati on 
ships with subordinates ch aracterized by mutual
trust, respect for their ideas, consideration of
their feelings, and a certain w ar mth between the
individual and them.
(p. 1)
Structure (s).
Reflects the extent to
which an individual is likely to define and
structure his or her own role and those of his
subordinates toward goal attainment.
(p. 1)
Through the use of the Leader Behavio r Description
Questio nn ai re
behavior,

(L B D Q ) , which gathered data on observed

and the Leader Opinion Qu estionnaire

self-perc ep ti ons
ship style,

(LOQ),

that leaders have about their own leader

the Ohio State staff

found that

initiating

structure and consider at io n were two independent b e h a 
vioral dimensions.

The LOQ was used in this study to

de termine the leadership styles of high school principals.
The Ohio State studies

(Stodgill & Coons,

1957)

concent rat ed on two theoretical c o n c e p t s— task ac co m p l i s h 
ment and the developm ent of personal

relationships.

and Mouton

(1964)

schematic,

labeled the "managerial grid."

defi ned

incorporated similar language

into quadrants,

Blake

into their

The grid

is

each of whic h identified one of
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five different types of leadership based on concern for
p rod uct ion

(task)

and concern for people

(relationship).

The horizontal axis measures the concern for production,
while the vertical axis measures concern for people.

The

leadership style of an individual can be described by
plotti ng a leaders'

behavioral description

in terms of

their people orientation versus

their task orientation.

The scales

range from 0 to 9, thus,

for each orientation

a

leader's behavior can be described by any numerical co m
bination from 1-1 to 9-0.

Con t i n g e n c y Theory

Extensive research on leadership style as it pertains
to task orientation or relationships orientation was also
done by Fiedler

(1967).

His leadership contingency model

is based on three major situational variables which seem
to determine whether a given situation
leaders:

(1) their personal

their group
st ructure
to p e r f o r m

relations with members of

(leader-member relations),

(2) the degree of

in the task that their group has been assigned
(task structure),

and

ity that their position provides
(Fiedler,

is favorable to

1967).

In his model,

(3)

the power and a u t h o r 

(position power)
Fiedler defined eight

possib le combinations of these three situational variables
that can occur.

A leadership situation will fall

into one

of these eight categories as it varies from high to low on
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the three variables.
leaders

The most favorable situation for

is one in whic h there is good leader-member

relations,

high posit ion power

is possessed by the leader,

and there exists high task structure.
In his work,
1982)

Fiedler

(cited in Hersey & Blanchard,

attempted to determine what the most effective

leadership style w a s — task-oriented or relationshipor ie n t e d — for each of the eight situations.

He concluded

that:
1.
Ta sk -o r i e n t ed leaders tend to perform
best in group situations that are either very
favorable or very unfavorable to the leader.
2.
Relati on sh ip -or ie nte d leaders tend to
perform best in situations that are intermediate
in favorableness.
(p. 95)

Hersey and Blanchard's Tri-Dimensional Leader
Effectiveness Model

Hersey and Blanchard

(1982) developed leadership

models using the terms task behavior and relationship
behavior to describe concepts similar to consideration and
initiating structure

found in the Ohio State studies

(Stodgill & Coons,

1957).

Thei r basic model

is composed

of four quadrants,

each describing one of four basic

leader b e h a v i o r s — high task and low relationship,
task and high relationship,
task,

high

high relationship and low

and low relationship and low task.
The model depicts

four leadership styles with some

combination of task behavior and relationship behavior
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being used to describe a person's
Hersey and Blanchard

leadership style.

(1982) define task behavior and

relationship behavior as:
Task behavior - The extent to which leaders are
likely to organize and define the roles of the
members of their group (followers); to explain
what activities each is to do and when, where
and how tasks are to be accomplished; cha ra ct er 
ized by endeavoring to est ablish well-defined
patterns of organization, channels of com mu ni 
cation, and ways of getting jobs accomplished
Relationship behavior - The extent to which
leaders are likely to ma int ain personal rela
tionships between themselves and members of
their group (followers) by opening up channels
of communication, pr oviding socioemotional
support, "psychological strokes" and fac ilitat
ing behaviors.
(p. 96)
Patterned after Reddin's
Theory,

Hersey and Blanchard

ership style

(1967)
(1982)

interrelates with

3-D Management Style
recognized that lead

the situation

in which

it

is used and added an effectiveness dimension to the task
behavio r and relationship di mensions of the Ohio State
Leadership model.

They theorized that effective or in

effective use of a parti cu la r
its appropr ia te ne ss

leadership style

to a given situation,

is based on

with the d i f f e r 

ence not being based on the actual behavior of the leader
but the ap pr opriateness of this behavior to the e n v i r o n 
ment

in which

it is used

(Hersey & Blanchard,

1982).

Summary of Leader sh ip Behavior

From the Ohio State

leadership studies,

two major

leader behaviors were found— con sideration and

initiating
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(Stodgill & Coons,

ceptual framework,
manag eri al grid.
ship style

1957).

Blake and Mouton

Using the same con
(1964) developed a

An analysis of an individual's

in terms of concern for production

concern for pe ople

(relationship)

leader

(task)

and

can be accomplished by

establishing their positi on on the grid.
In Fiedler's

(1967)

contingency theory,

a leader's

effectiveness depends on the favorableness of the s i t u 
ation for the leader.

The favorability

is measured in

terms of three si tu ational v a r i a b l e s — leader-member r e l a 
tions, p os it io n power,

and task structure.

Hersey and Blan ch ar d

(1982)

paralleled the findings

of the O hi o State studies to develop a leadership model
terms of task behavior and relationship behavior.
model was composed of four quadrants depicting
leader behaviors

the basic

and low relationship and

By adding a third dimension of effectiveness,

they propos ed that the appropriateness
behavior

Their

labeled high tasks and low relationship,

high relationship and low task,
low task.

in

of a leader's

is based not only on the leadership style being

used but the interaction of this style with the en vi ron 
ment

the leader is operating

in.

Re la ti on sh ip Bet wee n Literature and Study

Job sa ti sfaction

is defined

literature as one's affective

in this review of the

response to various

facets
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of the work environment

(Smith, Kendall,

& Hulin,

1969)

and more specifically teacher satisfaction with the nine
scales found in the National Ass oc ia ti on of Secondary
School Principal's Teacher Satisfaction Survey.

Although

the amount of research and literature pertaining to the
relationship between teacher job satisfaction and school
size

is limited,

sufficient work has been done to indicate

the feasibility of measuring both the satisfaction of high
school teachers with the nine scales and the size of the
building

(based on student enrollment)

they work

in.

Extensive research has been done in the measurement
of both teacher satisfaction or morale

(Robinson et al.,

1964).

One education reform suggested by the work of

Coleman

(1974), Martin

(1974),

creation of small schools,

and Brown

(1973)

is the

while the results of small-

group research indicate group size affects member s a ti s
faction and attitudes.

Organizational size affects member

sat isfaction and pa rticipation by setting limits on com
m u ni ca ti on control,
processes

(Indik,

role specializ at io n and coordination

1965).

One purpose of this study
that high school size

is to establish the effects

(based on student enrollment)

teacher job satisfaction.

has on

Inferences have been e s t a 

blished by this

review of the literature to support these

relationships.

The conceptual hypothesis

is that school

size does effect the sa tisfa ction of the teaching staff.
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The establishment of this relationship can aid in the
future decision-making processes regarding the appropriate
size of schools.
The behavior of the supervisor is an important d e t e r 
mi nant of an employee's job satisfaction,

but the rela

tionship between them has been found to be complex and
inconsistent in both the research and literature.

Sc i e n 

tific management and the human

pro

posed by Mayo
tions that

(1930)

relations movement,

in the 1930s, made major c on tr ib u

influenced the thinking of behavioral sci en 

tists on leader behavior.
thoughts and concepts

Concern for task reflected the

found

in scientific management

theory, while the human relations movement placed
emphasis on the concern for relationships.

its

Thes e two

concerns were further developed by other the or ist s— Blake
and Mouton

(1964),

Fiedler

(1966,

and Hersey and Blanchard

(1982).
The Ohio State Leadership studies paralleled these
same theories and identified consideration and initiating
structure as the two dimensions that best described leader
behavior

(Stodgill

& Coons,

any combination of the two,
Leader Opinion Questio nna ir e
Consideration,
mutual trust,

1957).

Leadership style

is

and can be measured by the
(LOQ).

"behavior indicative of friendship,

respect,

and warmth in the relationship

between the leader and members of his staff"

(Halpin,
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1959,

p.

4),

is one behavior that has a predictable effect

on employe e satisfaction.

Sub ordinates tend to be more

sati sf ie d with supervisors who are considerate and s u p p o r 
tive rather than indifferent and hostile
Five out of seven studies

(Yukl,

1971).

indicated a strong positive

relationship between co nsideration and employee s a t i s f a c 
tion with their supervisor,

while the remaining two showed

a si gn ificant curvilinear relation between consideration
and two objective measures of job sa t i s fa ct io n— turnover
and gr iev anc es

(Fleishman & Harris,

1962; Skinner,

1969) .

The effects of a task oriented supervisor on su b o r 
dinate sat isfaction have been less predictive.
studies,

In some

employees have been more satisfied with

leaders

who demo nst rat e high task-orientation while other studies
indicate greater employee satisf act ion with leaders who
demonstrate
Yukl,

low task-oriented behavior

(Kerr et al.,

1974;

1971).
Two additional conceptual hypotheses

found

in this

study are:
1.

The leadership style of the principal

is related

to teacher job satisfaction.
2.

There

is a relationship between the leadership

style of the principal and school size.
The review of the literature supports the first
hypothesis while the findings of research on small groups
and orga ni za tio ns buttress

the thinking of some theorists
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that size does effect job satisfaction.
research is to determine

if the leadership style found in

different size high schools contributes
tion level of the teaching staff.
this topic can,

One goal of this

in the future,

to the s at is fa c

The knowledge gained on

effect decisions made on

the size of school buildings that can be considered e f f e c 
tive and enhances employee job satisfaction.
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C H A P T E R III

DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this study

is t wo -fo ld— to determine

the effects of school size on teacher job satisfaction and
to d e t e rm in e the nature of the relationship between both
leadership styles and school size and the effects of
leadership style on teacher job satisfaction.

Tests were

also made to determine the di fference of job satisfaction
based on age,
ized
the

sex and ethnicity.

in five sections:

This chapter is or g a n 

(1) the population and sample,

instrumentation used to o bt ai n the data,

design and methodology,

(4)

(2)

(3) the

the data analysis,

and

(5) the

hypotheses.

Population and Sample

The accessible popula ti on
public high schools

for this research is all

in the state of Michigan.

525 high schools was obtained
Guide to Secondary Schools
taken to obtain an n_of

A list of

from the College Board's

(1985)

and a random sample was

60 buildings.

The list of 60 high

schools was ge nerated by using a random number table,
ma t c h i n g the selected numbers with the corresponding high
school

from the College Board's Guide to Secondary Schools

82
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(1985).

If a private or parochial school was one of the

random numbers,

they were omitted and additional numbers

were chosen to complete the list.

Ran dom sampling me th od 

ology provides a normal distribution of high schools of
various sizes based on enrollment figures guaranteeing an
adequate number of schools for research.
High school is defined as any pu blic educational
institution housing at least grades

9-12.

In stru m en tation
The instruments used in this research were the Na
tional As so ciation of Secondary School Principals'
Satisf ac ti on Survey
man's

(1969)

(Halderson et al.,

1987)

Teacher

and Fleish

Leadership Opinion Qu estionnaire

(LOQ).

The

rationale for selecting the Teac he r Satisfaction Survey

is

based not only on the validity and reliability data, but
also that 90% of secondary school administrators
the NASSP whose staff de veloped this
cally for use

in schools.

belong to

instrument sp ec i f i 

The rationale for selecting

LOQ is also two fold— the fact that

the

it is intended for

self-ass es sm en t and the validity and reliability data.

The Tea ch er Satisfaction Survey

The Teac he r Sa ti sfaction Survey was developed by
Schmitt and Loher

The e n t i r e

battery

(1986)

at Michiga n State University.

of survey

in stru m en ts

in

the N ation al
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Ass oc ia ti o n of Secondary Principal's Comprehensive A s s e s s 
ment of School Environments

(CASE), which includes the

Te ac her Sat isfaction Survey,
teachers,

14,600 students,

has been given to over 1,500

and

4,400 parents during the

national pil ot study and national study to establish
norms.

These figures are in addition to pilot studies and

field tests conducted during the developmental stages of
the instruments.

The CASE Task Force based the de v e l o p 

ment of the instruments on an extensive review of litera
ture and the development of a data bank of

items found in

existing measures of climate and satisfaction
environments.
expert panel

The task force,
in changing the

has de ter min ed that the four

therefore,

in school

acted as an

items for the instruments and
instruments have high face

validity as well as satisfa cto ry psychometric properties
(Halderson et al.,
in the

instruments,

that the

1987).

The

fact that each scale,

found

is mea suring a distinct construct and

items for each scale were selected by factor

analysis established the instruments satisfactory p s y c h o 
metric properties.
The reliability of the Teac he r Satisfaction Survey
was eva lu at ed
coefficients

in two ways.

First,

(Cronbach's alpha)

internal consistency

were calculated for each

scale based on data from the validation study, providing
estimations of the degree to wh i ch
are sim il a r in their meaning

items

in a given scale

to the respondents.
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Table

1

NASSP Com pre hen si ve Asses sm en t of School
Environments (CASE) Internal Consistency
Estimates of Reliability

Teacher Satisfaction
n

C r o n b a c h 1s
Alpha

8

1,669

.92

Com pe n s a t i o n

5

1,697

.87

Opp or t u n i t i e s for Adv an ce me nt

4

1,384

.93

Students and Discipline

5

1,741

Cu rr i c u l u m and Job Tasks

7

1,674

Co-Workers

7

1,687

.89

Parents and C om mun it y

6

1,480

.88

7

1,654

.85

7

1,583

Supplies,

& Maint.

Co mm un ic at io n

•
CO

Buildings,

o

Ad min is tra ti on

•
CD

# Items

•
CO

Scale Name

Source:
Halderson et al.
(1987).
Examiner''s manual for
the national as soc iation of s econdary school principals 1
school climate s u r v e y .
Reston, VA:
National As so ciation
of S e c o nd ar y School Principals.

Table

1 indicates the number

(n_) of teachers

re sp ond 

ing to each q ue st io n from the 35 re presentative schools.
The second me thod
retest reliability,
writing,

is the calculation of the test-

not completed at the time of this

which will prov id e an index to estimate the

consist en cy of responses across

repeated administrations.

Since the data will not be available until the targeted
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date of June
test-retest

1, 1989,

it is not possible to compare the

reliability with the Cronbach's alpha.

time between the test and the retest,

however,

The

will be

three weeks.
The use of this

instrument should be a concern for

further research since the printing preempted the comple
tion of all the psycho met ri c analyses.
The Te ac her Sa tisfactio n Survey used in the on-going
study on effective school climate was developed by Schmitt
and Loher

(1986),

with the assistance of others,

extensive

review of the literature and existing

me nt ati on from school climate studies.

based on
instru

The National

Assoc iat ion of Secondary School Principals'

Task Force on

effective school climates established content validity of
the instrument using the following procedures
et al.,

1987).

First,

several hundred items from various

instruments measuring satisfaction
were grouped using the scale titles
instrument.

These

(Halderson

in school environments
in the satisfaction

items established a data bank from

which the task force removed or revised redundant and
ambiguous

items.

draft of the

These pr ocedures produced the first

instrument.

School personnel provided input

and feedback during the pilot tests and field tests.
The sample of schools for the national pilot study
February of

1985 was purposive,

not random.

in

Randomizing

techniques were not employed by members of the task force
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so that the sample would

include schools

public and private sectors,

from both the

from urban to rural areas,

from each geographic region of the country.

and

A nomination

process was used by the task force members to accomplish
this objective.
The nomination procedure was

initiated by asking each

task force me mber to nominate 8 to 10 senior high and
middle level schools for a combined sample of about 50
schools.

The end result was the participation of about 22

high schools and 6 middle
schools

level schools.

that p ar ti ci pa ted were private.

location of the schools was the midwest
three

Five of the
The predominate
(15) with only

in the east and one on the west coast.
The sample for the national validation study

November of 1985 was also collected n o n r a n d o m l y .
regional accrediting associations,
regions of the c o u n t r y — east,

in
The

representing the four

south,

midwest,

and w e s t —

were asked to nominate schools to participate.

Fifty-four

out of more than 90 schools nominated by the regional or
state accreditation directors were asked to participate
the validation study.

The sample that actually agreed to

participate was as follows

(Keefe,

10 East:
9 high schools
junior high school
5 South:

in

4 high schools;

1987,

Unnumbered):

(4 private);

1

1 junior high

10 Midwest:
5 high schools (1 private); 5
middle/ju ni or high schools; 4 high schools; 1
junior high
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10 Midwest:
5 high schools
mid dl e/ ju ni or high schools
10 West:
6 high schools
mi d d le /j un io r high schools

(1 private);

(2 private);

5

4

A carefully selected ra nd om sample of 12 schools was
also

invited to participate,

sample.

in addition to the nominated

The purpose of this ran domization was to check

for representativeness on the non random sample.

Only two

of the random group agreed to p a r t i c i p a t e — one high school
in Ohio and one

in California.

The se two schools were

added to the existing sample to make a final count of 37
par tic ipa tin g schools.
The Comprehe ns ive As sessment of School Environments
(CASE)

instruments were also tested for construct vali

dity.

Factor analysis was used to investigate the u n d e r 

lying dimensions of the constructs of satisfaction and
climate.

This analysis also served as a guide for instru

ment revision.

Items which did- not load strongly with a

p ar ti cu la r factor were either rewritten or dropped from
subsequent versions.

Scoring the Teacher Satisfaction Survey

The a ns we r sheet for the NASSP's Teacher Satisfaction
Survey can be scored locally or commercially,
and m a rk -s en se scanning equipment.
is preferred,
available

by computer

If commercial scoring

the NASSP should be consulted to identify

resources.

Comput er programs have been
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dev elo ped for both ma in-frame computers and mi crocomputers
for scoring purposes.

The answer sheets used for this r e 

s ear ch project will be comput er scored at We st ern Michigan
University/

an NASSP approved sight for such purposes.

If local district scoring

is preferred,

optical

scanners should be used to read data from the answer
sheets

into the computer.

Both data from the Background

Information section and the data from the survey
sh ould be entered.
are "1" through

Valid responses

"6."

responses

for the survey

items

A "6" response may be used for

frequency data but should not be used for computing a
scale score since this response represents an I don't know
how I feel about this aspect of the s c h o o l , or I don't
know whe th er this st atement fits my school a n s w e r .

The Le adership Opinion Que st io nn ai re

The Le adership Opinion Qu estionnaire

(LOQ)

product of the Ohio State Leadership Studies
dete rm in e the dimensions of leader behavior.
process of factor analysis,

Halpin and Winer

is a

in efforts

to

Through the
(1957)

found

con si d e r a t i o n and st ructure to have the highest variance
(83%)

between the four di mensions of consideration,

structure,
cited

p r od uc ti on emphasis,

in Buros,

S p lit-h a lf
determ ining

and sensitivity

(Gibb,

1972).

and t e s t - r e t e s t

relia b ility .

methods were em ployed f o r

A variety

o f groups were used
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and the scores were found to range from .62 to .89 for the
consideration scale and between
ture scale.

.79 and

.88 for the st r u c 

These scores are indicative of a fair degree

of re li ability for the LOQ

(Kirchner,

cited in Buros,

1965).
Factor analysis studies have provided evidence that
the st ructure and consideration dimensions are independent
(Doppelt,

cited in Buros,

1965).

Correlation coefficients

have been reported for 13 groups,
.08.

These results,

varying from -.23 and

along with the item selection p r o c e 

dure used to develop the consideration and structure
measures,
Fleishman,

provides support for the construct validity.
the author of the LOQ,

to do further validation studies
tions

(Doppelt,
Kir schner

states that

is necessary

in particular o rg an iz a

cited in Buros,

1965).

(cited in Buros,

1965),

in summation,

found:
Overall, this is not a bad instrument.
It has
been de veloped through careful statistical
techniques.
It appears to be reliable, presents
good evidence of validity, and presents reason
ably good norms.
It seems well suited for
research activities and training activities,
although it is probably not the best thing to
use as an evaluative instrument of supervisory
performance.
(p. 1372).

Scoring the Leader sh ip Opinion Questionnaire

The LOQ is a self-scoring

instrument,

scored by the researcher for this study.

(LOQ)

but will be
There are five
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alternatives for each item that are scored as 0, 1, 2, 3,
or 4 which is completed automatically by the scoring
format.

Complete scoring directions are provided in each

answer sheet.

There are 20 items

in each scale yielding a

m ax im um possible score of 80 on each scale with scores
generally ranging from 30 to 70

(Fleishman,

1969).

Design and Procedure

Afte r identifying the high schools selected for
particip ati on through random sampling,

permission was

sought from the building pr incipal to conduct the survey.
A letter was sent to the building administrator with a
sel f-a ddressed post card enclosed, which required a p a r t i 
cipatory or nonparticipatory response.
study and the use of the data was

The purpose of the

included in the initial

letter.
Upon receiving pe rmission to conduct

this research,

the surveys were mailed to the building principals of
par ticipating schools,

in one packet with directions for

collecting data at a faculty meeting.

The survey ma t e r i 

als were mailed first class and contained a cover letter
describing the purpose of the study,
conducting the survey,
velope.

directions for

and a self-addressed,

return e n 

One member of the instructional staff collected

the surveys,

placed them in the self-addressed envelope

and mailed them from a location outside the building.

The
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individual charged with this task was given a $2.00 sti
pend for his or her inconvenience.
Sixty packets were mailed to the schools who agreed
to part ici pa te

in the study.

Forty-five packets of survey

were returned pr oducing a 75% response rate.
Confide nti ali ty was ma intained by coding the return
envelope for each school.

Upon receipt of the packet,

the

contents were separated from the envelope and the code
numbers used only to identify who has responded.

The

returns were then mailed to W e st er n Michigan University,
the chosen site for data collection and computation by the
National Asso cia ti on of Secondary School Principals.

The

nonrespondents were contacted by telephone urging them to
complete the survey.
A Leadership Opinion Questionnaire was

included in

each packet of surveys with instructions for the principal
to complete.
generated

An explanation and purpose of the data

by the LOQ was enclosed.

The principal's a n on y

mity was g ua ra nt eed by using the same procedures
teachers.

used for

Code numbers on the return envelopes were used

solely for identification of respondents and non re sp on d
ents.

From the 60 LOQ's mailed,

40 were returned by the

building principals producing a 67% return rate.
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Hypotheses

Job Sa tis fac ti on and School Size

The mean scores for teacher job satisfaction were
ge nerated from their responses on the NASSP's Teacher
Sa ti sf a c t i o n Survey.

There were nine separate scores

cor responding to the nine scales defined
ment.

in the in str u

Means were then establis hed for each par ticipating

school for each of the nine satisf ac tio n scales.
After determining the size of the school,
enrollment,
dete rm in e

based on

nine separate hypotheses were established to

if there were differences

tion scores among small,

in the mean s a ti sf ac 

m ed i u m or large high schools.

The alt er na te hypothesis was that the satisfaction means
will not be equal among the three sizes of high schools.

Leadersh ip Style and School Size

The conceptual hypothesis stated in Chapter 2 is as
follows:

There is a relationship between the leadership

style of the principal and school size.

Leadership style

is ope rat ion all y defined by the principal's mean scores
for the consideration and structure dimensions
ge nerated by their responses on the LOQ.

School sizes

were already established from the enrollments
the p a r t ic ip at in g schools.

that were

reported by

Code numbers on the LOQ were

ma tc h e d with the code numbers on the Teacher Satisfaction
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Survey to de termine the size of the school that the
principal worked

in.

The hypothesis tested using the data from the LOQ and
the school enrollments was that leadership style and
school size are

independent.

that the prin cip al' s

The alternate hypothesis was

leadership style as measured by the

LOQ was dep endent on school size.

Le adership Style and Job Satisfaction

Using the operational definitions
satisfaction and leadership style,

for teacher job

hypotheses were es ta 

blished to determine the effects that leadership style had
on teacher job satisfaction.

M u l t if ac tor analysis of

variances was applied using each of the nine satisfaction
scales and the two leadership dimensions
wheth er there was a difference

(a)

in satisfaction means under

a con sideration style of leadership,
a difference

to find

(b) whether there was

in satisf act ion means under a structure style

of leadership,

and

(c) whether there was a difference in

sati sfaction means caused by the combined effects of the
consideration and structure style of leadership.
alternate hypothesis

for

(a) and

The

(b) was that at least one-

pair or combination of satisfaction means differ while the
alternate hypothesis

for

(c) was that there is a d i f f e r 

ence among sat isfaction means

that cannot be attributed to

neither the considera tio n nor the structure dimension.

In
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othe r words,

there was an interaction between the leader

ship dimensions.

Demographic Variables and Job Satisfaction

The demographic variables of age,

sex, and ethnicity

were operationalized by their responses to the appropriate
categories on the Teacher Satisfaction Survey.

By using

these responses and the sat isfaction means of the c or re s
ponding demographic variables,
to determine:

(a)

hypotheses were established

if there were differences

in the mean

sa tis fac tio n scores between male and female teachers,
if there were differences

in the mean satisfaction scores

among the three different age groups,
were differences

(c)

if there

The alternate hypotheses

was that there was a difference
male and female teachers.
(c)

and

in the mean satisfaction scores among the

different ethnic groups.

(b) and

(b)

for

in satisfaction means

(a)
for

The alternate hypotheses for

respectively was there did exist differences

in the satisfaction means between at least two of the
different age groups and that at least one pair or co m b i n 
ation of satisfaction means
from the rest.

for the ethnic groups differs

Each of the demographic variables was

tested using the nine satisfaction scales defined

in the

Teac her Satisfaction Survey.
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Data Analysis

The Teacher Sa ti sfaction Survey generated nine di s
tinct scores which correspond to the nine scales of job
satisf act ion

found in the NASSP's

figured from these scores

instrument.

Means were

for each person completing the

survey along with the building mean satisfaction score.
Analysis of variance was employed to test the null hy p o 
thesis that there

is no difference

tion scores of teachers
tions scales)

in the mean satis fa c

(using each of the nine sa t is fa c

among the three sizes of high schools.

The

alpha level of significance for testing this hypothesis
was

.05.

A comparison depicting

norms of M ic hi ga n teachers

the job satisfaction

in different size schools will

be made to teachers on a nationwide scale

in order to

prevent false conclusions

if significant

from being made

differences are found among the three school sizes.
the event differences

are found,

means fall into national norms,

In

but the satisfaction
perhaps

the differences

are meaningless.

School Size

Teachers were asked to put the student enrollment
the ap pr opriate space on the an swer sheet.
ments were then listed
highest to the lowest.
thirds,

in

The en r o l l 

in chronological order from the
The list was then divided

with the top third being classified as

into

large high
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schools,

the middle third m e d i u m high schools,

b ott om third small high schools.

and the

Principals were then

asked to identify the student enrollment of their building
on their answer sheet of the LOQ also.

These enrollments

were categorized by the same procedure.

Leadership Style

The LOQ produced two scores,

one for the c o n s i d e r a 

tion dim en si on and the othe r for the structure dimension.
The me an of the principals'
established.

scores

for each dimension was

These means were used to develop a grid from

which four categories of leadership style were
(1)

low co nsideration and low structure,

deration and low structure,
structure,

and

(3)

identified:

(2) high c o n s i 

low consideration and high

(4) high considera tio n and high structure.

Analysis of variance was used to test the hypothesis
that there

is no di fference

in the mean satisfaction

scores of teachers due to the leadership s t y l e ’of the
principal.

Chi square was used to test for independence

of leadership style and school size.

Age

To investigate the dem ogr aph ic variables of age,
three

intervals were esta bli she d a priori.

ca teg orized youn g
n < 30.

The

if their age

interval

fell

Teachers were

into the interval

21 <_

31 < n < 40 characterized medium
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aged teachers and older teachers fell
>_ 41.

into the category n

Analysis of variance was used to test the null

hypothesis,
difference

at the

.05 alpha level,

that there

is no

in the mean sat isfaction scores of young,

m ed iu m aged,

and older teachers.

Sex

The second demogra phi c variable

investigated was sex.

Two-ta il ed tests were used to test the null hypothesis
that there

is no di fference

in the mean satisfaction

scores of male and female teachers.
significance

The alpha level of

for testing this hypothesis was

.05.

The

same pro ce du re was used t o ’compare each of the nine sati s
faction scales.

Ethnicity

Respondents were provided six choices of ethnic o r i 
gins on the an swer sheet,

established by the authors of

the NASSP's Teac her Satisfaction Survey
1987).

The null hypothesis

tested was:

(Halderson et al.,
There

is no d i f 

ference in the mean satisfaction scores for teachers of
different

races.

Analysis of variance will be used to

complete this test at an alpha level of
the nine satis fa ct io n scales found

.05 using each of

in the survey

instru

ment .
The Tukey me thod was used for a post hoc analysis on
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the sat isfaction scales

if differences

in the satisfaction

means were found among the three sizes of high schools.
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C H A P T E R IV

FINDINGS

In this study nine scales of teacher job satisfaction
found in the NASSP's Teacher Satisfaction Survey were
analyzed to de te rmi ne w h e th er there were significant
differences among teachers working
small high schools.

First,

the chi-square test was

if any pa rt ic ul ar style of leadership

(high co nsi der at ion /h igh structure,
structure,

mid-size and

Two additional analyses were p e r 

formed in this project.
used to determine

in large,

high conside ra tio n/ low

low co ns id er ati on/ hi gh structure or low cons i

de rat ion /lo w structure)
schools and second,

was

found in certain size high

the nine sat isfaction scales were

analyzed to de termine whet he r there were significant
differences among teachers working for pr incipals with a
parti cu la r leadership style.
The findings of this research will be reported
three sections

of this

chapter.

The first section will

include the general characteristics of the sample,
ing response

in

includ

rates of both the schools and their p r i n c i 

pals according to school size.

The second section will be

the testing of the nine research hypotheses on teacher job
satisfaction and school size.

A comparison of Michigan

100
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high school teachers'

job s a ti sfa ct io n with national norms

will be illustrated graphically.

The second section will

include a di scussion of the Leader sh ip Opinion Q u e s t i o n 
naire comparing national norms with the scores from the
re sponding principals,
groups,

and tests of the re maining hypotheses by s t a t i s 

tical analysis.
age,

c on s tr uc tio n of leadership s u b 

sex,

In addition,

and ethnicity,

three demographic variables,

will be treated with the same

an al yt ic al pr ocedures as school size.

The chapter is

concluded with a summary of the findings.

General C h a r ac te ris ti cs of the Sample

A ra ndom sample was taken
schools

from 525 public high

in the state of Mic h ig an to obtain a sample size

of 60 buildings and pr incipals
in this study.
high schools,

that agreed to par ti cip ate

Of the 60 packets of surveys mailed to the
45 high schools

returned their Teac he r

S at is fa ct io n Surveys and 40 principals

returned the LOQ.

A d e m o gr ap hi c analysis of the respondents

indicated a

fairly equal distr ib ut io n of response according to the
size of the high schools

(see Tables

2 & 3).
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Table

2

Distribution of High Schools Responding

School S ize

Large

Mid-size

Small

Number of high schools
that returned surveys

15

15

15

Percentage of
respondents

33.3

33.3

33.3

Table

Total

45

100

3

Distribution of Principal Responses
According to School Size

School Size

Large

Mid-size

Small

Number of principals
who returned the LOQ

12

13

15

Percentage of
respondents

30

32.5

37.5

Total

40

100

A fo llow-up letter was sent approximately one month
later.

No additional packets were received.

Telephone

calls to the respondents did not generate any further
returns either.

Four high school principals provided

reasons why particip ati on was
teachers were already

involved

not possible at this time—
in the identical survey
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with the NASSP,

a change in the building leadership,

principal was extensively

the

involved in a strategic planning

p r o g r a m for his entire school district,

and due to the

school district returning to a core curriculum program,
teachers were concerned about their job security.
principal

The

indicated that the insecurity felt by the t e a c h 

ers would not provide a climate conducive for a job s a t i s 
faction survey.

Data Analysis and Findings

Teachers Satisfaction and S chool Size

Analysis of variance

(ANOVA)

null hypothesis that there

was used to test the

is no difference in the s a t i s 

faction scores of teachers among the three sizes of high
schools they work

in— large,

mid-size,

critical value statistic drawn

or small.

The

from an Fj-distribution

table was 3.22 for a df of 2 for the numerator and a df of
42 for the denominator.
than

3.22,

If the test statistic

the pr ob ability that a Type I error

rejecting the null hypothesis
test statistic

is less than

retained which means

is less than

3.22,

.05.

is larger
is made by
If the

the null hypothesis

is

that the research hypothesis has not

been supported.

Administrat ion

The null hypothesis used to test the effects of
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school size on teachers'

satisfaction with the ad mi ni st ra 

tion was that there is no difference

in the teachers'

satis fa ct io n scores among the three school sizes.
testing the hypothesis
critical value

mean

In

the observed F_ did not exceed the

(F_ = 1.26? p >

hypothesis was not rejected

.05).

The re for e the null

(see Table

4).

Table 4
Admin is tr at io n and School Size

Size

n

X

s_

Large

15

25.86

4.59

Medium

15

26.59

17.59

Small

15

27.86

13.96

Source

df

Between Groups
Wi th in Groups

Alpha =

MS

2

15.23

42

12.05

F

1 .26

E.
.294

.05

Co mp ensation

The null hypothesis used to test the effects of
school size on teacher sa ti sfaction with their co mp e n s a 
tion was

that there

is no difference

in the teachers'

satisf ac ti on scores among the three school sizes.
testing

the hypothesis

the observed

F_

mean

In

did not exceed the
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critical value

(F = 2.89; g_ > .05).

hypot he si s was not rejected

Therefore the null

(see Table

Table

5).

5

Compen sa ti on and School Size

n_

Size

X

s_

Large

15

17.75

2.38

Medium

15

16.54

3.98

Small

15

16.01

6.03

df

Source

B etween Groups
Wit hin Groups

Alpha =

MS

2

11.93

42

4.13

F

EL

2.89

.067

.05

Op portunities

for Adva nce men t

The next hypothesis,
would be no differences
faction scores

in its null form,

found

in the teachers'

for opp ort uni tie s

three sizes of high schools.

stated there
mean s a t i s 

for advancement among

the

In testing the hypothesis

for the effects of school size on this satisfaction scale,
the obser ve d F did not exceed
p_ >

.05)

Table

the critical value

and the null hypothesis was not rejected

(F =

.26;

(see

6).
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Table 6
Opportunities

for Advancement and School S ize

Size

n

s_

X

Large

15

9.95

1.46

Me dium

15

10.16

2.18

Small

15

10.77

.99

df

Source

Between Groups
Wi th in Groups

Alpha =

MS

2

2.72

42

10.29

F

.26

B.
.772

.05

Student Respo ns ib il it y and Discipline

The null hypothesis used to test the effects of
school size on teachers'

satisfaction with student

sibility and di scipline was that there
the teachers'

respon

is no difference

in

mean satisfaction scores among the three

different sizes of schools.
observed F_, as shown
.914; p_ > .05).

in Table

In testing the hypothesis the
1,

was nonsignificant

(F =

Th erefore the null hypothesis was not

rejected.
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Table 7
Student Res pon sibility and Discipline
and School Size

Size

n

X

s_

Large

15

14.51

3.36

Me diu m

15

14.61

7.22

Small

15

13.40

11.65

. F

E.

Source

df

Between Groups
Wi t h i n Groups

Alpha =

MS

2

6.77

42

7.41

.914

.409

.05

Curric ul um and Job Tasks

The null hypothesis used to test the effects of
school size on teachers'

sa ti sfaction with curriculum and

job tasks was that there

is no difference

in teachers'

sa ti sfaction with curri cu lu m and job tasks among the three
di fferent sizes of high schools.

In testing the h yp o

thesis the observed F did not exceed the critical value
= 1.13;
rejected

> .0'5).

Th erefore

(F

the null hypothesis was not

(see Table 8).
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Table 8
Curriculum and Job Tasks and School Size

Size

n

X

s_

Large

15

24.78

2.10

Medium

15

24.11

5.89

Small

15

23.85

2.56

Source

df

Between Groups
Within Groups

Alpha =

MS

F

2

3.98

1.13

42

3.52

EL
.332

.05

Co-Workers

The next hypothesis,

in its null form,

would be no difference found

in the teachers'

faction scores with their co-workers
of schools.

In testing

mean sa t i s 

among the three sizes

the hypothesis

school size on this satis fa cti on scale,
not exceed the critical value

stated there

for the effects of
the observed F_ did

(F^ = .435; p_ > .05) and the

null hypothesis was not rejected

(see Table

9).
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Table

9

Co-Workers and School Size

n

Size

X

s_

Large

15

26.81

1.71

Me di um

15

27.05

5.09

Small

15

26.36

5.89

Source

d£

Betw een Groups
W i t h i n Groups

Alph a =

MS

2

1.84

42

4.23

F

.435

P_
.650

.05

Parents and Community

The null hypothesis used
school size on teachers'

to test the effects of

satis fa cti on with parents and

community was that there would be no differences
mean sa tis fac tio n scores among
of high schools.

the three different sizes

In testing the hypothesis the observed F_

was found significant
hypo th es is

in their -

rejected

(£ = 4.76; p_ > .05) and the null

(see Table

10).

It appears

that

teacher sat isfaction for this scale decreases as the size
of the school decreases.
have

Teach er s

in large high schools

the highest satisf ac ti on mean followed by teachers

me d i u m size and small high schools
Using the Tukey Method,

in

respectively.

a post hoc comparison of the
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mean scores

for this scale

indicated that only the differ'

ence between the largest and smallest size schools
sig nifica nt at the

is

.05 level.

Table

10

Parents and Community School Size

Size

n_

X

s_

Large

15

18.56

4.61

Me d i u m

15

16.18

15.04

Small

15

15.51

4.64

Source

df_

Between Groups
Within Groups

Alpha =

MS

2

38.54

42

8.10

F

E.
.014

4.76

.05

School Buildings,

Supplies,

and Maintenance

The null hypothesis used to test the effects of
school size on teachers'
ings,

satisfaction with school build-

supplies and ma in tenance was that there

ference

in the teachers'

the three school sizes.

mean satisfaction scores among
In testing

the hypothesis the

observed F_ did not exceed the critical value
>

.05).

is no d i f 

(F = 1.33?

p_

T h e ref or e the null hypothesis was not rejected

(see Table

11).
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Table

11

School Buildings, Supplies and Maintenance
and School Size

Size

n

X

s_

Large

15

21.23

13.18

Me di um

15

21.12

16.69

Small

15

23.13

13.30

Source

df

Between Groups
Wi th in Groups

Alpha =

MS

F

2

19 .16

1.33

42

14.39

E.
.275

.05

Communications

The next hypothesis,
would be no differences

in its null form,

found

stated there

in the teachers'

mean s a t i s 

faction scores

for co mm un ic ations among the three sizes of

high schools.

In testing the hypothesis

for the effects

of school size on this satisf ac tio n scale,
did not exceed the critical value

( =

the null hypothesis was not rejected

the observed F

.349; p_ > .05)
(see Table

and

12).
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Table

12

Communications and School Size

Size

n

X

s_

Large

15

22.01

3.12

Me dium

15

22.25

8.47

Small

15

22.81

10.21

Source

df

Between Groups
Wi th in Groups

MS

2

2.53

42

7.27

F

.349

E.
.707

Alpha = .05

Michigan Teachers'

Satisfaction Versus National Norms

Throu gh statistical analysis,
satisfaction were found among

differences

in teacher

the three different sizes of

high schools for one of the nine satisfaction scales.
Large,

me di um size and small high schools appear to be

representative of the national norm groups

in that the

mean scores of the sample do not deviate from the national
mean scores by more than one standard deviation
Figures

1, 2,

& 3).

(see

These norms were established by a

second national study which was preceded by the three
pilot tests,

one of which was given nationwide.

These grap hic
standard deviations

illustrations provide scale means,
(SD) and standard standardized scale
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Scale Name

Items

Mean

School
S.D.

S.S.

National
Mean
S.D

Admini stration
C ompensation
Opportunities
S tudent Resp. & Disc.
C urri c u l u m and Jobs
Co-workers
Parents and Commun.
Building, Supplies
Communication

1-8
9-13
14-17
18-22
23-29
30-36
37-42
43-49
50-56

25.86
17.75
9.95
14.51
24.78
26.81
18.56
21.23
22.01

4.59
2.38
1.46
3.36
2.10
1.71
4.61
13.18
3.12

46.0
56.0
47.0
46.0
48.0
46.0
49.0
49.0
45.0

28.8
14.7
10.9
16.3
25.7
28.6
18.9
25.4
24.5

6.9
4.7
3.7
4.4
4.7
4.5
4.8
5.3
5.2

Responses = 561

40

35

30

25

o
w

20

15

10

X

5

J
1
1.
2.
3.

2

Administration
Compensation
Opportunities

Figure 1.

3

4

5

6

I
7

4. Student Resp. & Disc.
5. Curriculum a n d Jobs
6. Co-workers

NASSP Teacher Satisfaction Survey:
Fall 1987.

I
8

9

7. Parents & Commun.
8. Building, Supplies
9. Communication

Largest Schools,
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Scale

Items

M ean

School
S.D.

S.S.

National
Mean
S.D

Administration
C ompensation
Opportunities
Student Resp. & Disc.
C urriculum and Jobs
C o-workers
Parents and Commun.
Building, Supplies
Communication

1-8
9-13
14-17
18-22
23-29
30-36
37-42
43-49
50-56

26.59
16.54
10.16
14.61
24.11
27.05
16.18
21.12
22.25

17.59
3.98
2.18
7.22
5.89
5.09
15.04
16.69
8.47

47.0
54.0
48.0
46.0
47.0
47.0
44.0
42.0
46.0

28.8
14.7
10.9
16.3
25.7
28.6
18.9
25.4
24.5

6.9
4.7
3.7
4.4
4.7
4.5
4.8
5.3
5.2

Responses = 328

40

35

30

25

o
o
w
20

15

10

5

8
1.
2.
3.

A d m inistration
Compensation
Opportunities

Figure 2.

4. Student Resp. & Disc.
5. C urriculum and Jobs
6. Co-workers

NASSP Teacher Satisfaction Survey:
Fall 1987.

7. Parents & Commun.
8. Building, Supplies
9. Communication

Mid-Size Schools,
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Scale

Items

Mean

Admini stration
Compensation
Opportunities
Student Resp. & Disc.
C urriculum and Jobs
Co-workers
Parents and Commun.
Building, Supplies
Communication

1-8
9-13
14-17
18-22
23-29
30-36
37-42
43-49
50-56

27.86
16.01
10.77
13.40
23.85
26.36
15.51
23.13
22.18

School
S.D.

S.S.

National
Mean
S.D

13.96
6.03
.99
11.65
2.56
5.89
4.64
13.30
10.21

49.0
53.0
50.0
43.0
46.0
45.0
43.0
46.0
47.0

28.8
14.7
10.9
16.3
25.7
28.6
18.9
25.4
24.5

6.9
4.7
3.7
4.4
4.7
4.5
4.8
5.3
5.2

Responses = 190

40

35

30

§
o

25

3

20

u
C/3

2i
15

10

1.
2.
3.

Administration
Compensation
Opportunities

Figure 3.

4.
5.
6.

Student Resp. & Disc.
Curriculum and Jobs
Co-workers

NASSP Teacher Satisfaction Survey:
Fall 1987.

7.
8.
9.

Parents & Commun.
Building, Supplies
Communication

Smallest Schools,
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scores

(SS)

of the responding

teachers from large, me dium

and small Michiga n high schools.
scores

The standardized scale

(SS) were calculated using a mean of 50 and a

standard dev iation of

10.A scale score

was figured by

adding the responses of all respondents to the items
included in a given scale

and a mean scale score was

computed from that data.

The scale mean for the

norm

group was subtra cte d from

the scale mean for the

school

response group and then divided by the standard deviation
of the norm group.

The score

(z-score) obtained from

these computations was multiplied by 10 and 50 added to
the total to yield the standar di zed scale scores.
values for each of these measures
nine scales

The

is broken down by the

found in the NASSP's Teacher Satisfaction

Survey and the number of the que stions used to score each
scale.
data

The last two columns

represent

(means and standard deviations)

the national norm

established

by the

National Asso cia tio n of Secondary Principals.
The rec tangular regions on the graph represent the
national norms while
Michig an high schools

the X's depict the scores of the
that responded

in this study.

Leadership Opinion Ques tio nna ire Results

National norms were reported
supervisory per sonnel by Fleishman

for nine groups of
(1969).

heading of general supervis ory personnel,

Under the
the national
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me an for the co nsideration score
mean for the structure score

is 53 and the national

is 50.

considera tio n score, while 42

Sixty-two is the mean

is the mean structure score

reported for educatio nal supervisors.
Principals
score of 56
.80).

in general p ro duc ed a mean consideration

(estimated standard error of the mean was

This score rep resented a mean 3 points higher than

general supervisory per sonnel and 6 points

lower than the

national norm for educ ati ona l supervisors.

The mean

con sideration score for pri nc ip al s of large high schools
in the state of Michig an

is 55.1,

2.1 points above the

mean for general sup er vi sor y personnel,

but 6.9 points

belo w the national mean conside ra ti on of educational
supervisors.

The same pat te rn exists for principals of

both m e d i u m and small M ic hi ga n high schools.

The mean

co nsideration score for pr incipals of medium size schools
is 56.5,

3.5 points hi gher than the general supervisory

pers on ne l yet

5.5 points

lower than the national norms

educatio na l supervisors.

for

Principals of small high schools

pr o d u c e d a mean consider at io n score of 56.2,

3.2 points

above the general s u p er vi so ry personnel and 5.8 below the
e ducational sup ervisory personnel.
Findings

for the mean st ructure score was the reverse

for that of consideration.
sample pop ul a ti on was 45.5
the mean was

1.01),

A mean structure score

for the

(estimated standard error of

4.5 points

lower than the national
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norm for general supervisory personnel but 3.5 points
higher than the mean for educational supervisors.

The

mean for princ ip al s of large high schools was 47.1,
points

2.9

lower than general supervisory personnel but 5.1

points higher than the norm for educational supervisors.
Me d i u m sized high school principals have a mean of 43.8,
6.2 points

lower than the structure mean for general

supervisors and

1.8 points higher than the national norm

for educati on al supervisors.
schools
of 45.6,

Principals of small high

in the state of Michiga n scored a structure mean
4.4 points

lower than the national norm for

general sup er vi so ry personnel,, but 3.6 points higher than
the mean of educational supervisors.
Principals of high schools
in general were

in the state of Michigan,

lower in consideration but higher in

structure when compared to the national norms
tional supervisors;

however,

for e d u c a 

when compared to general

supervisory personnel nationwide,

they were higher in

considera ti on and lower in structure.

Leadership Style

Four subgroups of leadership style can be formed
based on the con si de ra ti on and structure scores
the LOQ--high c o n s i der at ion /l ow structure,
ation/h ig h structure,

taken from

high c o n si de r

low conside ra ti on /l ow structure,

low consi de ra ti on /h ig h structure

(see Figure

4).

and

Since
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part of this research is to determine the relationship
between the leadership style of the principal and the nine
scales found in the NASSP Te ac her Satisfaction Survey,

the

means derived from the LOQ for this sample were used to
det ermine the four groups.
a leadership style,

The LOQ itself does not report

but produce s two distinct scores,

conside ra tio n and structure, whi ch can be used to classify
individuals.

High Consideration
Low Structure
(HC/LS)

High Consideration
High Structure
(HC/HS)

Low Consideration
Low Structure
(LC/LS)

Low Consideration
High Structure
(LC/HS)

Figure

4.

Leadership Style Subgroups

The consideration and structure means derived from
the sample of principals produc ed
13).

The low co ns id er ati on /lo w structure

produ ce d consideration scores
scores

four groups

less than 45.5.

(see Table

(LC/LS)

group

less than 56 and structure

Principals having consideration

scores higher than 56 and st ructure scores
formed the high co nsi de rat io n/l ow structure

less than

(HC/LS) group.

The group with both a high consideration score above
and a high structure score,
dera tio n/ h igh structure
group,

above 45.5,

(HC/HS) group.

low consid era tio n/h i gh structure

45.5

56,

is the high c o n s i 
The remaining
(LC/HS)

included
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scores for co nsideration lower than 56 and structure
scores higher than 45.5.

Table

13

Leadership Style Subgroups

Leadership

Number of
Principals

High School Size
M
L
S

Percentage

LC/LS

8

3

3

2

20

HC/LC

11

4

4

3

27.5

HC/LS

8

3

2

3

20

LC/HS

13

5

4

4

32.5

Totals

40

Of the 40 principals
LC/LS subgroup,
were placed

100

responding,

11 were placed

in the

in the HC/LS subgroup,

in the HC/HS subgroup,

being placed

8 were placed

8

with the remaining 13

in the LC/HS subgroup.

Leadership Styles and School Size

The Leadership Opinion Ques tio nna ire was used to
determine the leadership styles of the responding p r i n c i 
pals.

The nonparame tri c test,

to determine

(x2), was used

if any of the four leadership styles,

co nsi deration/high structure,
structure,

chi square

high

high con sid eration/low

low consi der ati on/ hig h structure and low con si 

de ration/low structure were pre dominate

in a certain size
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high school.
ship style

The null hypothesis

is independent of the size of the high school.

The initial analysis rendered
than five
tinuity

tested was that leader

(see Table

14).

gency tables

less

Even though the lack of con

in x_2 distribution,

expected frequencies,

12 expected frequencies

resulting from these small

is of lesser consequence for c o n t i n 

larger than 2 x 2 a combination of adjacent

rows was used to avoid distorting the data

(see Tables

15

& 16) .

Table

14

The Relat io ns hi p Betw ee n Leadership
Style and School Size

Leadership Style

School Size

HC/HS

HC/LS

LC/HS

LC/LS

Total

Small
(F r e q u e n c y )

3
(3)

4
(4.1)

5
(4.9)

3
(3)

(15)

Mid-Size
(F r e q u e n c y )

2
(2.6)

4
(3.6)

4
(4.2)

3
(2.6)

(13)

Large
(F r e q u e n c y )

3
(2.4)

3
(3.3)

4
(3.9)

2
(2.4)

(12)

(11)

(13)

(8)

(40)

Total Frequency

(8)

The two tables

(15 & 16)

represent a combination of

leadership styles that had high consideration and low
consideration.

Of the 40 principals,

19, or 47.5%,

had

high conside ra tio n as part of their leadership style while
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21, or 52.5%, had low con sideration as part of their
leadership style
40 principals,
cies while
cies

(Table

15).

On the other hand,

21 of the

or 52.5%, poss es se d high structure t en den 

19, or 47.5%, poss ess ed low structure te nden

(Table 16).

Since the x2 value was

found to be

and did not exceed the x2 critical value of 5.99,

.04

the null

hypothesis was retained for the dimension of co n s i de ra 
tion.
to be
5.99.

For the structure dimension,

the x2 value was found

.38 and did not exceed the x2 critical value of
Therefore the null hypothesis was again retained.

By retaining the null hy pothesis there was no support that
indicated that a relationship existed between leadership
style and school size.

Table

15

The Re la tionship Bet we en the Co nsideration
Dimension of Leadership Style
and School Size

Leadership Style

School Size

High C o n s i d e r a 
tion

Small
(F r e q u e n c y )

7
(7.1)

8
(7.9)

( 15)

Mid-Size
(F r e q u e n c y )

6
(6.2)

7
(6.8)

(13)

Large
(F r e q u e n c y )

6
(5.7)

6
(6.3)

(12)

(19)

(21)

(40)

Total Frequency

Low C o n s i d e r a 
tion

Total
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Table

16

The Relationship Betw ee n the Structure
Dimension of Leadership Style
and School Size

Leadership Style

School Size

High Structure

Low Structure

Total

Small
(Frequency)

8
(7.9)

7
(7.1)

(15)

Mid-Size
(Frequency)

6
(6.8)

7
(6.2)

(13)

Large
(F r e q u e n c y )

7
(6.3)

5
(5.7)

(12)

Total Frequency

(21)

(19)

(40)

The numbers

found under each leadership style re 

present the number of principals who were found to exhibit
that par ti cu la r style in small,
schools

me diu m or large high

(observed frequencies).

parentheses,

represents

The second number,

in

the expected frequency which

is

determined by the formula:
expected frequency

using the marginal totals.

=

fr fc
n

For example,

in Table

14,

three principals with a high consideration/high structure
leadership style were found
two were

found

in small high schools while

in med ium size high schools and three

large high schools.

in

The expected frequencies were

de termined by multiplying the marginal totals

8 and 15, 8
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and 13 and 8 and
duct by 40.

12 together and then dividing each pro

The remaining parts of the table were con

structed using the identical procedure.

Leadership Style and Teacher Satisfaction

Two-way analysis of variance procedures were used to
determine the effects of leadership style on teacher job
satisfaction.
LC/HS,

The four styles of leadership HC/HS/

HC/LS,

LC/LS along with the nine scales of satisfaction

found in N A S S P 1s T e ac he r Sat isfaction Survey were employed
to complete the statistical analysis.

The two independent

variables were the consider ati on and structure dimensions
of leadership.

Each hypothesis was tested at the

level of significance.

The critical value statistic drawn

from an F-distribution table was

4.12 for a df of

the numerator and a df of 34 for the denominator.
test statistic
Type

.05

is larger than 4.12,

1 for
If the

the probability that a

I error is made by rejecting the null hypothesis

less than

.05.

If the test statistic

is

is less than 4.12,

the null hypotheses are retained which means that the
research hypotheses have not been supported.
After completing

the ANO VA test for each of the nine

scales of satisfaction and the four styles of leadership,
the F-ratios observed did not exceed the critical value of
F (4.12)

for each of the tests

(see Tables

17-25).

Therefore the null hypotheses were not rejected.
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Table

17

Admi n i s t r a t i o n and Leadership Style

Leadership Style

n

X

HC/HS

8

46.25

4.1

HC/LS

11

49

3

LC/HS

11

46.18

5.0

LC/LS

8

48.75

5.3

Source

df

MS

s_

F

a

Consi der ati on

1

.02

.01

.921

St ructure

1

7.07

3.13

.086

Interaction

1

.01

34

2.26

Within

Alpha =

.004

.950

.05
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Table

18

Compensation and Leadership Style

Leadership Style

n

HC/HS

8

53.5

5.0

HC/LS

11

55.5

4.0

LC/HS

11

54.73

3.5

LC/LS

8

51.25

5.3

Source

df

X

MS

s_

F

E.

Cons ideration

1

2.25

1.09

.304

Structure

1

.49

.24

.627

Interaction

1

7.29

3.54

.069

34

2.06

Within

Alpha =

.05
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Table

19

Opportunities for Advancement
and Leadership Style

Leadership Style

n

HC/HS

8

47.9

3.6

HC/LS

11

48.3

2.4

LC/HS

11

48.2

4.5

LC/LS

8

49.5

5.8

X

s_

df

MS

F

E.

Cons ideration

1

.6

.49

.489

Structure

1

.725

.59

.448

Interaction

1

.19

.16

.692

34

1.22

Source

Within

Alpha =

.05
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Table 20
Student Re sponsibility and Discipline
and Leadership

Leadership Style

n

HC/HS

8

46 .9

5.8

HC/LS

11

47 .2

4.2

LC/HS

11

44

7.8

LC/LS

8

44 .8

6.4

Source

df

s_

X

MS

F

7

1.69

.202

e.

1

Structure

1

.31

00
o
•

.779

Interaction

1

.08

CM

.888

34

4.13

VJithin

Alpha =

O
•

Consideration

.05
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Table

21

C u r r i c u l u m and Job Tasks and
Le adership Style

Leadership Style

n

X

s_

HC/HS

8

46.25

4.0

HC/LS

11

48.45

3.2

LC/HS

11

46.55

4.2

LC/LS

8

46.63

4.4

df

Source

Co nsideration

1

Structure

1

Interaction
Within

Alpha =

MS

.58

F

£

.35

.558

1.3

.78

.383

1

1.12

.67

.419

34

1.67

.05
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Table

22

Co-Workers and Leadership Style

Le adership Style

n_

X

s_

HC/HS

8

45.38

4.9

HC/LS

11

47.27

3.7

LC/HS

11

46.27

4.6

LC/LS

8

45.88

3.1

df

Source

MS

F

£

Considera tio n

1

.06

.03

.375

Structure

1

.56

.30

.588

Interaction

1

1.29

.70

.409

34

1.85

Within

Alpha =

.05
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Table 23
Parents and Community and Leadership Style

Leadership Style

n

X

s_

HC/HS

8

46.13

4.2

HC/LS

11

47.27

5.8

LC/HS

11

45.91

7.1

LC/LS

8

44

5.7

Source

df

MS

F

B.

Cons ideration

1

3.05

.81

.375

Structure

1

.15

.04

.843

Interaction

1

2.32

.62

.437

34

3.76

Within

Alpha =

.05
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Table 24
Buildings, Suppl ies and Maintenance
and L ea de rs hip Style

Leadership Style

n

X

s_

HC/HS

8

43.88

7.0

HC/LS

11

44.27

6.6

LC/HS

11

43.91

6.9

LC/LS

8

43.38

8.7

Source

df

MS

Cons ideration

1

Structure

1

Interact ion

1

.21

34

5.62

Within

Alpha =

.18
0

F

E.

.03

.864
1

0
.04

.843

.05
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Table

25

Communication and Leadership Style

Leadership Style

n

X

s_

HC/HS

8

45.25

4.6

HC/LS

11

45.91

3.0

LC/HS

11

45.18

6.3

LC/LS

8

48.88

5.0

Source

MS

df

F

P.

Cons ideration

1

3.47

1.36

.252

Structure

1

4.75

1.86

.182

Interaction

1

.94

.37

.547

34

2.56

Within

Alpha =

.05

Demographic Variables

In additi on to school size,
three demo gr aph ic variables were
and ethnicity.

the relationship among
in v e s ti ga te d— age,

They are sec ondary

sex

in this study and

should be judged for a re co gnition that they exist
schools and not for the ramifications

in

they may have on

teacher job satisfaction.
Analysis of variance

(ANOVA) was used to compare the

differ en ce of the mean s a ti sf ac ti on scores of teachers
among the three age g r o u p s — young,

med ium-aged and older.
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The critical value statistic drawn from an F-distribution
table was 3.00 for a df of 2 for the numerator and a df of
895 for the denominator.
than

If the test statistic

is larger

3.00 the pro ba bi li ty that a Type I error is made by

rejecting the null hypothesis
test statistic

is less than

is less than 3.00,

retained which means

.05.

If the

the null hypothesis

is

the hypothesis has not been s u p 

ported .
The lack of response to the category of ethnicity did
not w a r ra nt tests to be made and therefore had to be
omitted from this study.

Age

Age

intervals were est ab lis hed a priori.

were categorized young

if their age was found

interval

The

21 £_ Q_

30.

interval

31 <_ n_

Teachers
in the
40 c h a r a c t e r 

ized me di um-aged teachers and older teachers fell
category n >_ 41.

Analysis of variance was used to test

the null hypothesis,
no diffe re nc e
m e d i u m aged,

into the

at the

.05 alpha level,

that there

is

in the mean sa tis fac tio n scores of young,
and olde r teachers

for all nine scales of

satisfaction.

Adm in is tr at ion

In testing the null hypothesis that there
differe nc e

in teachers'

is no

mean s a tis fa cti on scores for
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ad mi ni st ra tio n among the three age groups the observed F
exceeded the critical value

(F_ = 8.03; ]o < .05).

There

fore the null hypothesis was rejected.

Table

26

A dm ini str ati on and Age

n

Age

s_2

X

>_ 41

501

25.8

54.8

31 - 40

292

26 .2

51.8

<_ 30

105

28.9

41.0

Source

MS

df

Between Groups
Within Groups

F

2

419.0

895

52.2

£

8.03

< .001

Alpha = .05

Compensation

In testing the null hypothesis
difference

in teachers'

that there

is no

mean sa ti sfaction scores for com

pensation among the three age groups the observed F_ did
not exceed the critical value

(F =

.43; p_ > .05).

fore the null hypothesis was not rejected

There

(see Table

27).
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Table 27
C o m p ensation and Age

Age

n

§2

X

> 41

501

17.1

20.3

31 - 40

292

17.1

18.5

£ 30

105

16.7

19.4

Source

Between Groups
Wi t h i n Groups

Alpha =

MS

F

2

8.4

.43

895

19.6

df

for Advancement

Wh en the null hypothesis,
teachers'

there

mean satisfaction scores

adv ancemen t among young,
was tested,

rejected

.651

.05

Opportunities

= 14.8;

P.

is no difference

for opportunities

in
for

med iu m- ag ed and older teachers,

the observed F_ exceeded the critical value

< .05).
(see Table

(F

Th erefore the null hypothesis was
28).
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Table
Opp ortunities

28

for Adv ancement and Age

n

X

s_2

501

9.9

13.7

31 - 40

292

10.1

13.0

£ 30

105

12.0

10.9

Age

1

41

Source

Between Groups
Wit hin Groups

F

MS

df

2

194.1

895

13.1

EL

14.8

< .001

Alpha = .05
Student Responsibility and Discipline

The next hypothesis,
will be no differences
tion scores for student

in its null form,

found

in teachers'

stated there

mean s a t i s f a c 

responsibility and discipline

among the three age groups.

In testing the hypothesis

observed F_ did not exceed the critical value

(F =

the

.78; p_ >

.05) and therefore the null hypothesis was not rejected
(see Table

29) .
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Table

29

Student Re spo nsibility and Discipline and Age

Age

n

s_2

X

> 41

501

14.3

21.1

31 - 40

292

13.9

19 .4

£ 30

105

14.2

16.8

df

Source

MS

F

E.

2

15.6

.78

.459

895

20.1

Between Groups
Wi t h i n Groups

Alpha =

.05

Cu rr ic ul um and Job T asks

In testing the null hypothesis
di fference

in teachers'

.05).
Table

is no

mean satisfaction scores

cu rr i c u l u m and job tasks among
observed

that there

for

the three age groups,

exceeded the critical value

(F = 3.53;

Th erefore the null hypothesis was rejected

the

p_ <
(see

30).
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Table

30

C u r r i c u l u m and Job Tasks and Age

Age

n

s_2

X

> 41

501

24.4

24

31 - 40

292

24.4

21.2

< 30

105

25.7

19.4

Source

MS

F

£.

2

79.4

3.53

.030

895

22.5

df

Between Groups
Wi th in Groups

Alpha =

.05

Co-Workers

In testing the null hypothes is that there
difference
workers

in teachers'

among young,

mean satisfaction scores for co

me di um-aged and older teachers

observed F_ exceeded the critical value
.05).
Table

is no

the

(F_ = 4.57; p_ >

T h e r ef or e the null hypothesis was rejected

(see

31) .
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Table

31

Co-Workers

Age

and Age

n

s_2

X

■—i

27.2

22.1

31 - 40

292

26.1

28.1

105

26.6

29.2

a

501

I

30

Source

Between Groups
W it hi n Groups

Alpha =

MS

df

2

113.7

895

24.9

F

e.

4.57

.011

.05

Parents and Community

When the null hypothesis,
teachers'

there

mean satisfaction scores

ity among the three age groups,
exceede d the critical value
fore the null hypothesis was

is no difference

in

for parents and co m m u n 

was tested the observed F_

(F_ = 8.60; p_ < .05).
rejected

(see Table

There
32).
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Table

32

Parents and Community and Age

Age

n

s_2

X

> 41

501

17.7

25.0

31 - 40

292

16.2

25 .0

£ 30

105

17.6

27.0

Source

df

Between Groups
W it hi n Groups

Alpha =

2

217.0

895

25.2

In testing
difference

age groups

in teachers'

EL

8.60

< .001

not rejected

and Maintenance

that there

is no

mean satisfaction scores

supplies and maintenance among

the ob ser ved

(F_= 2.15;

Supplies/

the null hypothesis

school buildings,

was

F

.05

School Buildings/

value

MS

for
the three

F_ did not exceed the critical

p_ > .05).

Therefore

(see Table

33).

the null hypothesis
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Table 33
Buildings,

Supplies,

Age

and Maintenance and Age

n

§2

X

> 41

501

21.7

38.4

31 - 40

292

21.5

34.8

< 30

105

22.9

34.8

Source

MS

F

E.

2

79.2

2.15

.117

895

36.8

df

Between Groups
W it hi n Groups

Alpha =

.05

Communicat ions

In testing the null hypotheses
differ enc e

in teachers'

communications
exceeded

that there

is no

mean satisfaction scores for

among the three age groups

the critical value

(F = 5.55;

fore the null hypothesis was rejected

the observed F
< .05).

(see Table

Th e r e 
34).
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Table 34
Communications and Age

Age

n

s_2

X

> 41

501

21.9

32.5

31 - 40

292

21.8

31.4

< 30

105

23.8

27.0

Source

MS

df

Between Groups
Wit hin Groups

2

174.9

895

21.5

F

E.

5.55

.004

Alpha = .05

Teacher Satisfaction by Sex

As was stated previously,

two-tailed t_ tests were

used instead of AN O V A due to the dichotomous
variable.

The relationship

F-ratio computed

for testing

H o x ^ i

for analysis of variance

independent
=

^2

is the

is equal to t2

ANO V A and the t test for independent samples provide
identical results.

The sample size dictated a critical

value of 1.96 to be used.
the

.05 alpha

level.

All hypotheses were tested at

Using the t_ test,

it was determined

that all of the null hypotheses would be rejected except
o n e — there were differences
teachers'
scale

found between male and female

mean satisfaction scores

(see Tables

35-43).

for the compensation

Female teachers appear to be
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more satisfied with their pay than male teachers.

Table

35

A d mi nis tr ati on and Sex

Sex

n

x

s_2

t_

.915

.360

s_2

t

e.

5.34

< .001

Male

570

26.1

53.3

Female

533

26.5

54.8

Alpha =

.05

Table

36

Com pensation and Sex

Sex

n

x

Male

570

16.3

18.5

Female

533

17.7

19.4

Alpha =

.05

Table
Opportun it ie s

Sex

n

37

for Adv an cem en t and Sex

x

s_2

t

E_

0

1

Male

570

10.1

13.69

Female

533

10.1

12.96

Alpha =

.05
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Table

38

Student Respo nsi bi lit y and Discipline and Sex

Sex

n

x

s2

Male

570

14.1

20.25

Female

533

14.3

20.25

Alph a =

t_

e.

.738

.461

.05

Table

39

C ur ri cu lu m and Job Tasks and Sex

Sex

n

x

s2

Male

570

24.3

21.16

Female

533

24.6

24.01

Alpha =

t

e.

1.05

.294

t

e.

.05

Table

40

Co-Workers and Sex

Sex

n

x

s2

Male

570

26.6

24.01

Female

533

26.9

26.01

Alpha =

.664

.507

.05
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Table 41
Parents and Com munity and Sex

Sex

x

n

s_2

t_

EL

.329

.742

Male

570

17.3

25.0

Female

533

17.2

26.01

= .05
Alpha ;

Table
B u i l d i n g s , Supplies,

Sex

n

42

and Maintenance and Sex

x

s2

t

EL

.824

.410

t

£_

Male

570

21.8

36.0

Female

533

21.5

37.21

= .05
Alpha :

Table

43

C o m m un ic at io n and Sex

n

x

s2

Male

570

22.3

30.25

Female

533

22.0

32.49

Sex

Alph a =

.890

.374

.05
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Michig an High School Teachers and National Norms
(Age and Sex)

Even though differences were found among age groups
and between male and female teachers for certain satisf ac 
tion scales,

young medium- ag ed and older teachers as well

as male and female teachers appear to be representative of
the national n orm groups
sample

in that the mean scores of the

in this study do not deviate from the national mean

scores by more than one standard deviation

(see Figures

5-

9) .
Figures

5-9 provide means,

and standard scores

standard deviations

(SD)

(SS) of the responding teachers for

both the three different age groups and male and female
teachers.

The values

for each of these measures

down by the nine satisfaction scales

is broken

found in the NASSP's

Teacher Sa tis fac tio n Survey and the number of questions
used to score each scale.
the national norm data

The

last two columns

represent

(means and standard deviations)

established by the National Associat ion of Secondary
School Principals

(Halderson et al.,

1987).

The rectangular regions on the graph represent the
national norms while the X's depict the scores of the
Michigan high school teachers that responded

in this

study.
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School

National

Scale Name

Items

Mean

S.D.

S.S.

Mean

S.S

Administration
C ompensation
O pportunities
Student Resp. & Disc.
C u rri c u l u m and Jobs
C o-workers
Parents and Commun.
Building, Supplies
C o mmunication

1-8
9-13
14-17
18-22
23-29
30-36
37-42
43-49
50-56

28.9
16.7
12.0
14.2
25.7
26.6
17.6
22.9
23.8

6.4
4.4
3.3
4.1
4.4
5.4
5.2
5.9
5.2

50.0
54.0
52.0
46.0
50.0
46.0
48.0
46.0
49.0

28.8
14.7
10.9
16.3
25.7
28.6
18.9
25.4
24.5

6.9
4.7
3.7
4.4
4.7
4.5
4.8
5.3
5.2

Responses = 105

40

35

30

§ 25
o
CJ
w
s 20
pH

15

10

1.
2.
3.

A d m inistration
Compensation
Opportunities

Figure 5.

4. Student Resp. & Disc.
5. C u rriculum and Jobs
6. Co-workers

NASSP Teacher Satisfaction Survey:
Old, Fall 1987.

7.
8.
9.

Parents and Commun.
Building, Supplies
Communication

Teachers 21-30 Years
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School

National

Scale Name

Items

Mean

S.D

S.S.

Mean

S.D

Administration
Compensation
Opportunities
Student Resp. & Disc.
Curriculum and Jobs
Co-workers
Parents and Commun.
Building, Supplies
Communication

1-8
9-13
14-17
18-22
23-29
30-36
37.-42
43-49
50-56

26.2
17.1
10.1
13.9
24.4
26.1
16.2
21.5
21.8

7.2
4.3
3.6
4.4
4.6
5.3
5.0
5.9
5.6

47.0
55.0
48.0
45.0
48.0
45.0
45.0
43.0
45.0

28.8
14.7
10.9
16.3
25.7
28.6
18.9
25.4
24.5

6.9
4.7
3.7
4.4
4.7
4.5
4.8
5.3
5.2

Responses = 292

40

35

30

25

20

15

10

5

8
1.
2.
3.

Administration
Compensation
Opportunities

Figure 6.

4.
5.
6.

Student Resp. & Disc.
Curriculum and Jobs
Co-workers

NASSP Teacher Satisfaction Survey:
Old, Fall 1987.

7.
8.
9.

Parents and Commun.
Building, Supplies
Communication

Teachers 31-40 Years
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School
Scale Name

Items

Mean

S.D

S .S .

National
Mean
S.D.

Administration
Compensation
O p portunities
Student Resp. & Disc.
C u rri c u l u m and Jobs
Co-workers
Parents and Commun.
Building, Supplies
C o mmunication

1-8
9-13
14-17
18-22
23-29
30-36
37-42
43-49
50-56

25.8
17.1
9.9
14.3
24.4
27.2
17.7
21.7
21.9

7.4
4.5
3.7
4.6
4.9
4.7
5.0
6.2
5.7

46.0
55.0
48.0
46.0
48.0
47.0
48.0
43.0
46.0

28.8
14.7
10.9
16.3
25.7
28.6
18.9
25.4
24.5

6.9
4.7
3.7
4.4
4.7
4.5
4.8
5.3
5.2

Responses = 501

40

35

30

25

20

15

10

5

1
1.
2.
3.

2

A d m inistration
Compensation
Opportunities

Figure 7.

3
4.
5.
6.

4

5

6

Student Resp. & Disc.
Curriculum and Jobs
Co-workers

NASSP Teacher Satisfaction Surveys
Old, Fall 1987.

7
7.
8.
9.

8

9

Parents a n d Commun.
Building, Supplies
Communication

Teachers Over 40 Years
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School
Scale Name

Items

Mean

S.D

S .S .

National
Mean
S.D.

Administration
Compensation
Opportunities
Student Resp. & Disc.
Curriculum and Jobs
Co-workers
Parents and Commun.
Building, Supplies
Communication

1-8
9-13
14-17
18-22
23-29
30-36
37-42
43-49
50-56

26.1
16.3
10.1
14.1
24.3
26.6
17.3
21.8
22.3

7.3
4.3
3.7
4.5
4.6
4.9
5.0
6.0
5.5

47.0
53.0
48.0
45.0
48.0
46.0
47.0
44.0
46.0

28.8
14.7
10.9
16.3
25.7
28.6
18.9
25.4
24.5

6.9
4.7
3.7
4.4
4.7
4.5
4.8
5.3
5.2

Responses = 570

40

35

30

25

20

£
15

10

5

1
1.
2.
3.

Administration
Compensation
Opportunities

Figure 8.

2

3
4.
5.
6.

4

5

6

Student Resp. & Disc.
Curriculum and Jobs
Co-workers

NASSP Teacher Satisfaction Survey:
1987.

7
7.
8.
9.

8

9

Parents and Commun.
Building, Supplies
Communication

Male Teachers,

Fall
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School
Scale Name

Items

Mean

S.D

S .S .

National
Mean
S.D.

A d ministration
C ompensation
O pportunities
Student Resp. & Disc.
C u rri c u l u m and Jobs
Co-workers
Parents and Commun.
Building, Supplies
C ommunication

1-8
9-13
14-17
18-22
23-29
30-36
37-42
43-49
50-56

26.5
17.7
10.1
14.3
24.6
26.8
17.2
21.5
22.0

7.4
4.4
3.6
4.5
4.9
5.1
5.1
6.1
5.7

47.0
56.0
48.0
46.0
48.0
47.0
47.0
43.0
46.0

28.8
14.7
10.9
16.3
25.7
28.6
18.9
25.4
24.5

6.9
4.7
3.7
4.4
4.7
4.5
4.8
5.3
5.2

Responses = 533

o

CJ

w

T
1.
2.
3.

Administration
Compensation
Opportunities

Figure 9.

4.
5.
6.

Student Resp. & Disc.
Curriculum and Jobs
Co-workers

NASSP Teacher Satisfaction Survey:
1987.

7.
8.
9.

Parents and Commun.
Building, Supplies
Communication

Female Teachers,

Fall
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Summary

The findings of this descriptive

research on the

effects of school size and leadership style on teacher job
sat isf ac t i o n have been pr esented in this chapter.

Al

though dif ferences were found in teacher job satisfaction
among school sizes

for one of the nine scales found in the

NASSP's Teacher Satisfaction Survey
munity),
levels

(parents and c o m 

Michi ga n high school teachers'

satisfaction

fell wi th in national norms for all nine scales

regardless of the size high school they were teaching

in.

The chi-square test was used to investigate the
relationship between the leadership style of the principal
and school size.

There was no evidence found that would

support the fact that a relationship exists between
leadership style and school size for the population from
which the sample

in this study was drawn.

Analysis of variance

(ANOVA) was used to determine

the effects of leadership style on teacher job s at is fa c
tion.

No si gn ificant differences

scales of sa t i s f a c t i o n were found
the research hy pothesis

that

in any of the nine
in the study to support

leadership style effects

teacher job satisfaction.
Differences

in satisfaction means were

of the nine scales

found

for teachers of different ages.

in six
Young

teachers were the most satisfied with the administration,
op po rt un it ie s

for advancement,

cu rriculum and job tasks,
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and communications,

while old er teachers were more sa t i s 

fied w it h their co-workers
In spite of these findings,

and the parents and community.
Mic hi ga n high school teachers

in all three age groups appear to be representative of the
natio na l n or m groups

in that the mean scores of the sample

did not deviate from the national mean scores by more than
one standar d deviation.
No si gni ficant differences

in satisfaction were found

betwe en male and female teachers except
sa tion scale.

for the compen

Female teachers were more satisfied with

their pay than male teachers.

Both genders,

again,

to be re presentative of the national norm groups

appear

in that

the mean scores of the sample did not deviate from the
national mean scores by more than one standard deviation.
Ethn icity was dropped
adequate

from the study due to lack of

response to warrant a statistical analysis.

C ha pte r 5 includes a summary of the study,
sions derived from the findings,

and

conclu

implications

for

further research.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY,

CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Introduction

A summary of the study and conclusions will be con
tained in this chapter.

It will conclude with

implica

tions for further research.

Summary

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to determine the e f 
fects of school size and leadership style on teacher job
satisfaction.
If school size or leadership style were found to
affect teacher job sa tis fac ti on then the results of this
study could provide me ani ngf ul contributions
lowing areas:

in the fol

(a) the identification of specific areas

that need to be improved to enhance school climate,

(b)

the pro vision of information beneficial to school d i s 
tricts when planning future building use,
vision of strategies
would have a positive

for changing
impact

on teacher job satisfaction ,

(c) the p r o 

leader behaviors

rather than a negative
and

that
impact

(d) the provision of

155
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intervention strategies that can be employed in the work
place to increase job sat isfaction among specific groups
of dissa ti sf ied

individuals.

The significance of the study originated from beliefs
that teachers were constantly dissat is fi ed with some
aspect of the work place or wi th the behavior of the
pri nci pal

in certain situations.

initiated the questions

about

These observations

the dissatisfaction being

unique to certain size schools and about certain leader
ship behaviors causing the negative feelings of the t e a c h 
ing staff.

Review of Pertinent Literature

The satisfaction and dissatis fac tio n of both teachers
and specific educator groups has historically been an area
of intense interest to researchers

in education.

As late

as 1982, when a task force was established by the National
Associat io n of Secondary School Principals to study e f f e c 
tive school climate,

teacher job satisfaction was co n s i 

dered a prima ry component of the school environment.
Literature pe rtaining to school size was found to be
very

limited but the results of small-group research

indicated that group size affects m em ber satisfaction and
attitudes, while organ iz at io nal behavior research indi
cates that group size may affect these outcomes only
indirectly.

Additi ona l

literature provided evidence that
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org ani za ti on al size affects m e mb er par ticipation and
sa tis fac tio n by setting limits on communication,

control,

role specia liz ati on and coordi na tio n processes.
The leadership style of a supervisor has been found
to be an

important de te rminant of an employee's

faction.

job s a t i s 

Comp lex and inconsistent best describe the

literature that has been attempted to find the re lat ion 
ship between leader character ist ics and subordinant s a t i s 
faction.
however,

Most authorities

in educational research agreed,

that adm ini str ato r behavi or was

found to be a

di rect factor of job s ati sfa ct ion for teachers.
behavi or

is one of the factors

of work that

relating to the condition

is a necessary component

envi ron men t which will enhance

Their

in pro moting an

job satisfaction for t e a c h 

ers .
Along with the def initions of job satisfaction,
school size and leadership,
covered

in detail

the following topics were

in the review of the literature:

sa t i s f a c t i o n with administration;
compensation;
advancement;
discipline;
tasks;

(b) satis fa ct io n with

(c) satisf ac ti on with opportunities

for

(d) s at is fa ct io n with students and student
(e) sa ti sfaction w it h curri cu lu m and job

(f) satis fa ct io n with co-workers;

with parents
buildings,

(a)

and community;

(h) satisfaction with school

supplies and maintenance;

with communications.

(g) satisfaction

In addition,

and

(i) satisfaction

three conceptual
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frame-works on leadership b eh avi or were s y nt hes ize d— The
Ohio State studies

(Stodgill & Coons,

(1966)

C o nt in ge nc y Theory,

(1982)

Tr i -D im ens io nal

1957), Fiedler's

and Hersey and Blanchard's

Leader Effectiveness Model.

Design and Met ho do lo gy

To de termine the effects of school size and leader
ship style on teacher job sa ti sfaction and to determine
the re la tionship between leadership style and school size
two instruments were u s e d — the National A s so cia tio n of
Se condary School Principals'

(NASSP)

Teacher Satisfaction

Su rvey and the Le ader Opinion Questionnaire.
instrument

is subdivided

tion covered
second

The first

into the nine scales of satisfac

in the Review of the Literature while the

is a self-as ses sm ent of an individual's

leadership

style.
The access ib le popula ti on for this research was all
p ubl ic high schools
sample was

in the state of Michigan.

A random

taken to obtain an n_of 60 high schools.

The

p ri nc ip al s of those buildings were the sample used to
study leadership behavior.
After the high schools were selected,
sought from the building prin ci pal
Upon ob ta in in g permission,

permission was

to conduct the survey.

the survey materials were

mailed to the building ad ministrators along with
directions

for collecting the data at a faculty meeting.
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C on fi den tia li ty was ma intained by coding the return en
velopes.

Four weeks after the

initial mailing of surveys,

a follow-up letter was sent as a. reminder.
two week s

later,

App roximately

a personal telephone call was made to

each of the principals who had not responded to either the
first mail ing and the follow-up letter.

Findings

The findings of the study were obtained through an
analysis of the obtained data reported by teachers
high schools

(75%)

and the 40 principals

in 45

(66.7%) who

responded to the questionnaires.
A list of findings
1.

is as follows:

Nine null hypotheses were tested at the

.05 alpha

level to determine the effects of school size on teacher
job satisfaction.

The results

indicated that one of the

nine scales of satisfaction was affected by school s i z e —
parents and community.
Method)

A post hoc comparison

(Tukey

of the mean scores for this scale showed that only

the difference between the largest and smallest size
schools

is significant at the

.05 level.

The eight d e 

pen den t measures not effected by school size were a d m i n i s 
tration,

compensation,

student

cipline,

opportunities

for advancement,

tasks,

co-workers,

communication.

buildings,

responsibility and d i s 
curriculum and job

supplies and maintenance and

In spite of these results,

the
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sa tisfaction

levels of Michig an high school teachers

within national norms for all nine scales,
the size high school they were teaching
2.

Using the chi-square test,

fell

regardless of

in.

no evidence was found

that would support the fact that a relationship exists
between leadership style and school size for the p o p u l a 
tion from which the sample in the study was drawn.
3.

Nine null hypotheses were also tested at the

.05

alpha level to determine the effects of leadership style
on teacher job sa ti sf a c t i o n — one for each scale in NASSP's
Teac he r S a ti sf ac ti on Survey.

Through the use of ANOVA,

no

significant differences were found between satisfaction
means for teachers working under principals with one of
the four leadership st y l e s — high consideration/high s t r u c 
ture,

high co ns id er ation/low structure,

low c o n si de ra 

tion/high structure or low co ns id eration/low structure.
Th erefore
that

there

is no evidence to support the hypothesis

leadership style effects teacher job satisfaction

in

this study.
4.

The results of nine hypotheses

mine differences

in satisfaction between various age

groups of teachers
were effected.

tested to d e t e r 

indicated that six of the nine scales

Young teachers were the most satisfied

with the administration,
c ur ri cu lu m and job tasks,

opportunities

for advancement,

and communications.

Older

teachers were more satisfied with their co-workers and the
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parents and community.

In spite of these findings,

M ic hi ga n high school teachers

in all three age groups fell

wi th in the national s a ti sfa cti on norms.
5.

Differences

in satisf ac tio n means between male

and female teachers were also sought using nine separate
null hypotheses.

A signifi ca nt difference was found for

one satis fa ct io n s c a l e — compensation.

Female teachers

were more satisfied with their compensation than male
teachers.

Both genders

fell wi th in the national norms of

satisfaction.
6.

Ethnicity was dropped

from the study due to the

lack of adequate response to warrant a statistical an a ly 
sis .

Conclus ions

The following conclusions
based on the findings
1.

appear to be justifiable

in the study:

This study did not support the hypothesis

that

school size effects teacher sat isfaction with their a d m i n 
istrator.

Selected literature

satisf act ion

in the area of employee

indicated a depend enc y on both the ch ar a c t e r 

istics of the employees
of or gan iza ti on size.

and the supervisor with no mention
Yukl

(1971)

and Kerr et al.,

(1974)

found employees more satisfied with leaders who d e m o n 
strate high task ori entation

in some studies while greater

employee sa tis fac tio n with leaders who are low in
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task-oriented behavior in others.
tencies were found
2.

Pay

The same inconsis

in educational research also.

is a job characteristic most likely to be a

source of employee dissati sf ac tio n

(Lawler,

1971).

In

this study sat isfaction de creased as the size of the high
school decreases.

The literature suggests

both as individuals and as groups,
with others

in the same district,

in other occupations

(Sergiovanni

that teachers,

compare their earnings
in other districts,
& Carver,

lower s at is fa ct ion mean of teachers

1971).

and

The

in smaller high

schools may be at tributed to their perceptions that neig h
boring districts
tions,

are receiving higher pay or that o c c u p a 

with similar educational backgrounds,

ing the decreasing satisfaction mean.
may still,

to some degree,

may be c au s

Teachers,

overall,

be dissatisfied with their pay

regardless where they teach due to the fact that teaching
salaries have
years

(Kerr,
3.

lost ground
1983;

Smith,

in the job market
1983;

Sykes,

Ad va nc em en t as a potential

faction appears

in recent

1983).

factor for job sati s

to be lost due to the lack of opportunity

in the teaching profe ss io n for advancement.

Teachers may

be sat is fi ed w it h their duties and responsibilities of the
class ro om and do not desire the

increased work load and

hours co mm ensurate with an ad mi ni strative position.
Inconsistent with the findings of this study,

teachers

have been found to be dissat is fi ed with advancement
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disregarding any demographic variables such as school
location,

size,

(Lester,

1984) .

4.

county,

school

level,

and district

Teach er sa tisfaction with student responsibility

and discipline decreased as the size of the high school
decreased.

Most findings

satis fa ct io n co ns istently

from studies on teacher job
indicate that the psychic re

wards derived from the teaching job itself and the
pleas ur e of working with children are far more
to educators than extrinsic rewards
vanni,

1980).

(Lortie,

important

1975;

Sergio-

Students are the focus of a teacher's work

and are considered the raw material for the achievement
successes and acts of recognition which teachers perceive
as sources of job satisfaction
Teachers

(S e rg i o v a n n i , 1967).

in larger schools may not have the awareness of

or have the need to be knowledgeable of student problems
especially
obtaining

if they are satisfied with the results
in their classroom.

they are

Schools having smaller

enrollments would have di fficulty masking behavioral
problems due to the close pr ox im ity of the staff during
working hours and the
found

increased communication networks

in smaller buildings.

dent responsibility
more opportunities

Increased knowledge of s t u 

(or lack of)

and discipline provides

for teachers to judge their s a t i s f a c 

tion or di ss at is fa cti on levels.
5.

What teachers do in one setting and

in another
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can be vastly different.

Conditions may also vary from

one dem ographic location to another.

Teachers'

responsibilities vary in significant ways

on-the-job

(Richey,

1974).

The findings of this study buttress some of the literature
as work
tial,

itself was found to be high in satisfaction p o t e n 

but was

frequently cited as a source of di ss ati sfa c

tion for teachers
constraints
tion

that

(S e r g i o v a n n i , 1980).

Specific job

interfered with intrinsic job sa t is fa c

(work itself) were listed by teachers as

planning time,

(b)

tedious pap er and clerical work,

ou t- of -t ou ch and autocratic administrator,
and unmo tiv at ed students,

uncooperative parents,
(h)

tional prestige
6.

(g)

(d) disruptive

"time wasting"

workshops,

(f)

lack of autonomy to prescribe

feelings of failure,
(Lortie,

(c) an

(e) extra teaching functions

such as faculty meetings and

curriculum,

(a) lack of

1977;

and

(i)

Pagel & Price,

low o c cu pa 
1980).

The teaching pr ofession has been considered a

lonely profession due to the limited contact with other
adults during
1971).
sense of

the school day

(Lortie,

When this social support
isolation increases,

1975; Sarason,

is not available,

the

resentment develops and the

stresses of teaching may lead to job dissatisfaction
(Farber,

1982).

Larger schools may decrease the amount of

contacts during the day and may be constructed in such a
way that

is not conducive for pro vi din g teachers

opportunities

to socialize w i t h their colleagues.

The
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findings of this research did not parallel the literature
as there were no differences

in satisfaction means of

teachers with their co-workers among the different sizes
of high schools.
7.

School size may or may not be a contributing

factor to teacher sa tis fac tio n with parents and community.
It did effect the satisf act ion of teachers
however, public attitude toward schools,
ers

in this study,

status of teach

in the community and relationships with parents of

students have been ment ion ed as factors having a negative
effect on teacher job satisfaction
Association,

1980).

Teachers,

(National Education

in general,

have been

increasingly concerned or dis satisfied with their p e r 
ceived

lack of recognition of their worth in society

(Medved,
8.

19 82) .
Teachers

have constantly been subject

cial burdens whic h are wor sening

rapidly

to fi n a n 

(Dubrin,

1979).

Shrinking public school budgets as well as decreasing or
nonexistent state revenues,

combined with

tighter fiscal

policies have become the norm rather than the exception
Michigan.

For these reasons deep cuts have been made

school supplies,
ance.

equipment,' building programs

into

and m a i n t e n 

These factors affect all sizes of schools.

are not limited to large,

in

They

med ium -si ze or small school

districts.
9.

Comm uni cat ion variables that relate to teacher
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job sat isf a ct i o n are consistent with those found in other
organ iza tio nal settings.

The communication needs of the

individual appear to be related to the level of co mm uni ca
tion satisfaction,

communication satisfaction appears to

be related to overall job satisfaction,
has

and each school

its own unique sanctions and mores regarding o r g a n i z a 

tional communication

(Gould,

1982;

Lee,

1983).

This study

does not support this relationship as school size was
found not to affect the sa ti sfaction of teachers with
communication.
10.

The behavior of a superv is or is an important

determin ant of employee job satisfaction.

The relation

ship between leader characteristics and subordinate s a t i s 
faction

is complex and inconsistent;

however,

employees

appear to be more satisfied w it h leaders who demonstrate
behaviors that are considerate and supportive rather than
indifferent and hostile

(Yukl,

1971).

Even though workers

tend to be more satisfied with leaders who have these
behaviors,

individuals do differ

in their preference.

Some consider task-oriented supervisors more satisfying to
work

for due to their commitment to job completion.

inconsistencies

The

found in the literature are also found in

the results of this study.

The

leadership style of the

princ ipa l did not effect the sat isfaction of teachers with
them.
11.

Pay

is a bi-polar factor that

leads to job
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sat isfaction when pe rceived by teachers as equitable,

but

a contributor to dissatisf ac ti on when lacking

(Herzberg et

al.,

Principals

1959; Lester,

1985;

Sergiovanni,

1967).

normally do not have any input towards determining the
compensation levels of the teaching staff.

Therefore

their leadership style would not appear to affect t e ac h
ers'

satisfaction with their p a y — the findings of this

research.
12.

Ad van cement

is infrequently mentioned by teac h

ers as a major source of satisfaction or dissatisfaction
due to the lack of opportunities
sion for upward mobility.

in the teaching p r o f e s 

Teachers perceive

it as c on tri 

buting to both job satisfaction and dissatisfaction
giovanni,
13.

(Ser

1967).
If classrooms are continually being disrupted by

student discipline problems,

quality teaching

time

is

decreased which teachers derive the most satisfaction
from.
not

The leadership style of the principal may or may

influence the di scipline that takes place

building.

Support

in a given

from the instructional staff as well as

from central office and the community are prerequisites
for effective discipline programs.

Regardless of style,

the pr incipal must cultivate and maintain a school climate
conducive to effective t e a c h i n g — free from interruption
and frequent discipline problems.
14.

Teaching

itself and the pleasure of working with
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children are far more
rewards,

such as pay

important to teachers than extrinsic
(Lortie,

1979;

Sergiovanni,

1980).

One specific job constraint menti one d by teachers that
interferes with this intrinsic job satisfaction is an outof-touch and autocratic ad mi nistration
1980) .

This

constraint

(Pagel & Price,

is a reflection of a perceived

leadership style of the principal.

If building leaders

are concerned with both task accomplishment and human
relations and can achieve a balance between them,
will

they

impact the satisfaction of teachers with the cur ri 

culum and their job tasks.
15.

The structural form of the school organization

and the rigid time schedules
day allow only marginal
(Lortie,

1975).

that dictate the teacher's

interaction with their colleagues

Leaders with relationship behavior are

concerned with developing personal relationships with
themselves
people.

and their staff.

In they extend their concern to enhance r e l a t i o n 

ships between co-workers,
affect

They have a concern for

their leadership style could

the satisfaction of teachers with other members of

the staff which
study that

is inconsistent with the findings of this

indicated that the leadership style of the

princ ipal did not effect teacher satisfaction with their
co-workers.
16.

Part of a building administrator's

responsibility

is to solicit parent and community support
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for b ot h their school and school district.

If they are

concerned about their staff and support them,
port ray a positive
community.

they will

image of them to the parents and the

This behavior is characteristic of leader

beh av io r with consider ati on qualities and may influence
teacher satisfaction levels with the parents;

however,

the students of a teacher are experiencing success,
parents of those children will react

if

the

in a positive and

supportive m ann er in spite of the principal's actions.
Resear ch and literature buttress the fact that teachers,
in general,

are concerned and di ss atisfied with the sup

port they receive from parents
Edu cation Association,

1980),

and community

(National

but does not mention the

leadership style of the pri nc ipa l as an influencing

fac

tor.
17.

Principals,

as well as teachers,

realize the

impact of the budget cuts and shrinking state revenues.
T i g ht er fiscal policies have placed burdens on the a d m i n 
istration to accomp li sh district educational goals with
decreas in g funds.

Even if the

leadership style of the

pr i nc ip al favored t a sk -o rie nt at ion they would still have
the chore of budgeting

funds to the teachers to facilitate

their instructional programs.
cipal

In many cases,

the p r i n 

lacks control over the amount of financial support

they receive to purcha se supplies,
programs

and buildings

and maintain their

regardless of their leadership
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style.
18.

Supervisors and co-workers are integral factors

to the satisf act io n of employees with organizational
communications
most trusted,

(Goldharber et al.,

1978).

most valued as sources,

turned to for information.

They are the

and most often

Principals may be the most

important link within the o r gan iz ati on hierarchy and act
as direct mediators of rewards and sanctions
teaching staff

(Goldharber et al.,

1978).

for the

They have the

responsibility to make decisions that determine effective
communicat ion strategies to influence the teachers.
leader will communicate

in a manner that

of their leadership behavior.

A

is representative

Their communication p a t 

terns will be characteristic of their o r i en ta ti on — concern
for people or a concern for task accomplishment.
fore the

inference would be that the principal's

There
leader

ship style would effect teacher's sat isfaction with com
m un ic a t i o n s — inconsistent with the findings of this r e 
search.
19.

The principal of a high school may first de t e r 

mine how favorable a situation

is before using a task-

oriented or a relatio ns hip -o ri en te d behavior which
theorized by Fiedler.
model,
style
ation.

Following Hersey and Blanchard's

the effectiveness of the principal's
is based on its ap pro priateness
The difference

is

leadership

to a given situ

not being based on the actual
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behavior of the pr incipal but the appropriateness of this
behavior to the environment
Blanchard,

1982).

in which it is used

Principals,

therefore,

(Hersey &

should choose a

leadership style that would be conducive to accomplishing
the goals and objectives unique to their schools.
20.

Consistent with educational

one of the demographic variables
tion levels with the sup er v is or

literature,

age was

found to vary sa t i s f a c 
(Medved,

1982) .

Older

teachers, presum abl y with more tenure than young teachers,
may have had contacts wi th principals that had less than
satisfying results for them.

They have become mistrusting

or skeptical with admin ist ra ti ve motives and actions.
Younger teachers,

on the other hand,

opportunity to make

may not have had the

judgments or build up defenses

against

an administrator's decisions.
21.

Compensation

is one aspect of work that an

individual teacher has no control over.

They are victims

of negotiated contracts and will be satisfied or d i s s a t i s 
fied based on the perceived equity of their compensation
(Locke,

1969)

(Goodman,

or based on their spending power and needs

1974).

When teachers perceive

financial gains

being made by other occupations outside the field of
education they become dissatisfied.

This

is compounded by

their knowledge that teacher salaries have lost ground
the job market over the years
22.

Older teachers

(Kerr,

1983; Sykes,

in

1983).

appear to be less satisfied with
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opportun it ie s
groups.

for advancement than the other two age

They may have applied for promotions several

times during their younger years but for some reason were
denied.

As they achieved more tenure,

responsibilities,

work difficulty,

the increase in

and work hours are no

longer desired or will at least be in conflict at the
prospect.

Younger teachers, on the other hand,

opportunities
status

to advance within their pr ofe ssi on and gain

from teaching as a career

23.

Regardless of age,

teacher's work
with students

need more

(Sergiovanni,

(Medved,

1982).

students are the focus of a
1967).

A good relationship

is not strong enough to be a source of job

satisf ac ti on but can be a source of job di ss atisfaction
a poor relationship does exist.

if

Student discipline and

responsibility can contribute to teacher satisfaction
levels

regardless of what age group they fall

in— older,

me di um -a ge or younger.
24.

Teachers derive the most satisfaction from work-

centered activity.

Teaching

is a complex job and not

easily defined by a set of specific duties characteristic
of teachers at all levels

(Jorde,

1984).

There are vast

differences between what teachers do in one school and
another at a different school.
curricu lum and job tasks

Teacher satisfaction with

is based on what

mens ura te with their assignment and has

tasks are co m

little

if nothing

to do wi th their age.
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25.

Social aspects of the job have been found to be

a ma j o r priority
(Herzberg et al.,

for people
1959).

in regards to job satisfaction

Sa tis fac tio n with co-workers

means decreased as the age of the teacher decreased.
Perhaps you ng er teachers have not had the time to es ta
blish relationships un like their older co-workers.

Th e i r

teaching assignment may be located in their buildings
which cause isolation and therefore not conducive for
ma king social contacts.
26.

Although di ff erences were found between teacher

sa ti sf ac ti on with parents and community among the three
age groups,

research supports the premise that teachers

are ge nerally d i ss at isf ie d w it h the public attitude
schools,

status of teachers

in the community,

tionships with parents of students
Association,

1980).

This

toward

and r el a

(National Education

lack of support

is one of the

five most frequent causes of burnout listed by teachers
(deHaas

& Raquepaw,

27.

1984;

Kyriaco & Sutcliffe,

With pu blic schools

1978).

being subjected to shrinking

budgets and de creasing state aid,

teacher's age would not

ap pe ar to affect their sa tis fa ct io n with school buildings,
supplies

and maintenance.

Bu dget cuts have made supplies

less available and have d e c r ea se d expenditures

for new

buildings as well as renovations and improvements.

Thes e

factors have placed more burden and responsibility on all
teachers,

not just a select age group.
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28.

Employees desire

environment and enjoy

information about their work

interpersonal relationships with

supervisors,

co-workers,

al.,

Schools have unique communication systems

1978).

and top management

(Goldhaber et

that are limited by their own sanctions and mores
1982;

Lee,

1983).

(Gould,

Satis fa ct io n or dissatisfaction appears

to be based on the needs of the individual or individuals
working

in a giv en school and not necessarily on any

specifi c age group as the findings of this study may
imply.
29.

Out of the nine scales of satisfaction,

a signi

ficant d if fe re nc e was found between males and females and
their s at is fa ct io n means

for one s c a l e — compensation.

Female teachers had the highest satisfaction mean.
women

Many

in the teaching profes si on provide a secondary

income for their family.

They enjoy working with young

people and are very committed to their job.
the same contract as their colleagues,
financial gain

Being under

the identical

is realized by both males and females

without co mpe tition from others.

Social comparisons with

other pro fe ssi on al s with the same amount of educational
ba ckground may cause female teachers to be more satisfied
with their pay than male teachers.
In general,

both male and female teachers may or may

not be sa tisfied with the nine aspects of the work en v i r 
onment covered

in this study.

The existence of other
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intervening variables,

besides sex,

is too great to imply

any causation of significant differences

in the sa t is fa c

tion levels of teachers.
30.

The results of this study of demographic va r i 

ables and teacher job sa tisf action are inconclusive.
Beyond the amount of insufficient data,
ture to support the findings,

teachers

facts and li tera
in all three age

groups as well as both male and female teachers had means
that were within the national satisfaction norms.

Summary

The major hypotheses of this study were that school
size and leadership style does
faction.

effect teacher job s a t i s 

It was concluded that no support was established

for either hypotheses even though differences were found
between school size and one of the nine satisfaction
scales.

Michigan high school teachers,

in this study,

were found to fall

sat isfaction norms
and sex.

who participated

into national teacher

for the variables of school size,

age

No significant differences were found between

leadership style of the pri nci pal and teacher satisfaction
means.
Finally,

the chi-square test provided no evidence

support the fact that a relationship exists between
ership style and school size

to

lead

in this study.
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R ecommendations

for Future Research

It is not recommended that school size be solely used
as a variable to study the effects

it has on certain

aspects of education except for possibly cost effec tiv e
ness and student programs.

Even though differences were

found among the three sizes of high schools for one of the
nine scales of teacher satisfaction,

there could exist

numerous other variables,

such as teacher tenure,

teacher-

ad nin istration relations,

climate of labor relations,

and

dem ographic location of both the school and school d i s 
trict,

that could be affecting satisfaction beyond the

size of the school.

The fact that the satisfaction of

Michigan high school teachers fell within national s a t i s 
faction norms,
study,

in spite of the differences

found

in this

is indicative of the insignificance of size as a

variable to investigate.
What might be of greater interest and beneficial for
future research
of the students.

is to investigate the satisfaction

If the complete battery of the National

As so cia tio n of Sec ondary School Principals CASE
ments are used by individual schools,
directed toward

efforts

can be

students and parents.

Leadership style could also be investigated
junction with student satisfaction.
if research

instru

improving the school climate by all major

stake holder g r o u p s — teachers,

that

level

is conducted on this

in con

It is recommended,
topic,

it be limited
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to a single aspect of school life such as student di s
cipline.

If leadership style of the principal

dered to be situational,

is c o n s i 

mu lt ipl e variables may con ta 

minate such a study.
One further re com mendation

for future research is a

corr ela tio n study between teacher job satisfaction and
school size or leadership style and teacher job s a t i s f a c 
tion be done.

Findings from such a study,

with the findings of this study,
schools or school districts

in conjunction

could be beneficial to

indicating concern about

either of these two areas.
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Dear
Your school has been selected as part of a random sample
of Michigan high schools. If you agree to do so, teachers
in your school will be asked to complete the WASSP Teacher
Satisfaction Survey.
Data collected will be treated as confidential. All
respondents will remain anonymous. No identification will
be made of any individual or building in any reporting of
data.
The data collected will be used in completion of my
dissertation Research. I am a doctoral student enrolled
at Western Michigan University. Data will also be shared
with the NASSP Task Force on Effective School Environments
for use in ongoing studies of effective schools.
In addition to the satisfaction survey, you will be
asked to fill out the Leader Opinion Questionaire• The
answers given to this instrument will yield a selfperception score of your leadership style. The data will
be used to test the leadership style of the principal
against school size and against the nine scales of job
satisfaction found on the Teacher Satisfaction Survey.
All data collected, again, will be treated as confidential.
All respondents will remain anonymous.
If you are willing to have your school participate
in this study, please complete and return the enclosed
post card.
Thank you.
Sincerely

Jon C. Haeteorouck
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Dear Principal,

The optimal setting to complete the Teacher
Sat isfaction Survey would be a scheduled faculty meeting
(recommended by the authors).
completion on yo ur agenda,

By placing survey

teacher planning time and

instructional time will not be interrupted.

Collection

and return rate will also be enhanced.
At adm ini stration time,

please use the following

format:
1.

Di stribute an answer sheet,

instrument,
2.

and #2 pencils,

Read

if needed,

(or distribute copies of)

"Administration Directions"
3.

a copy of each
to each respondent.
the

(enclosed).

Upon completion of the survey,

solicit a staff

volunteer to collect surveys and answer sheets.

A two

dollar stipend has been included for this person to place
survey materials
outside

in the return envelope and mail them

the building.
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A d m i n i st ra ti ve Directions
Procedures:
1.

Purpose:

"The purpose of this meeting

is

an opportunity to provide some important
to the people who work

in yo ur school.

to give you
information

We are

constantly working to make this a good school,
need to know how conditions
2.

Materials:

and we

look to you as a teacher."

"Each of you should have:

a.

a copy of the Satisf ac ti on Survey for

teachers,

b.

an aqua and white machine scorable answer sheet,

and
c.

a #2 pencil.

The pencil

is important:

marks can be read by the scanner,

no other

including,

often,

those made by a me chanical pencil."
3.

Directions:
a.

"Please do not write on the survey.

All responses

will be coded on the answer sheets for machine
scoring.
b.

Be sure to use a soft,

#2 pencil.

You will not be asked to identify yourself

individually;

however,

we do request some

information

to help us understand the group's answers.
c.

Let's

look at the answer sheet together.

In the

upper right as you lay the sheet out lengthwise,

there

is a section with the heading

"Background

Information."

for the school code.

For our school,

Section

1 asks

the code

is ________ .

Please write
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those numbers

in the squares,

and then fill in the

circle below each box which corresponds with the
number.

Section 2 asks for sex.

appropriate circle.

Section

code is on the surveys.
american Indian,

"2"

Please darken the

3 asks for race.

Darken the "1"

"4" if you are Hispanic,

White,

if you are other.

and "6"

if you are

if you are Asian American,

you are Black,

The

"5"

"3" if

if you are

Section 4 asks for your role relative to the school "2" for teacher.

Section

8 is for y our age and student enrollment.

Please write your age
then fill

in the first two squares,

and

in the circle below each box which

correspond with the numbers.
student enrollment starting

Please write your
in the fourth square,

and

then fill in the circle below each box which
corresponds with the number.
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Dear Colleagues,

ia

Your high school has been randcmly selected fran all public high
schools in the state of Michigan to participate in a research
project.

Under the auspices of Western Michigan University, this

study has a twofold purpose —

to provide data to investigate the

nature of the relationship between teacher job satisfaction and
school size and to share information with the national Association
of Secondary School Principals' task force for their ongoing
study of effective school climates.
Your honesty and accuracy when completing the survey will be
greatly appreciated and very important to the results of this
study.

Keep in mind that confidentiality and anonymity will be

observed to the fullest during the entire project.

One of your

staff members will be asked to collect the surveys,

place them

in an envelope and mail them outside the building to ensure*that
the information is used exclusively for research purposes.
The code number cn the enclosed envelope will be used cnly
to determine what schools have responded.

Upon receiving the

surveys, the contents will be separated fran the envelope so that
respondents will not be identified.
Your principal will provide you with directions for completing
the survey, which should take less than 10 minutes to complete.
Thank you for both your involvement and cooperation.
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PLEASE NOTE:

Copyrighted m aterials in this d ocum ent have
not b een filmed at the req u est of the author.
They are available for consultation, however,
in the author’s university library.
T h e se consist of p a g e s:
188-191,

The Teacher Satisfaction Survey

193-195,

Leadership Opinion Questionnaire
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Leadership Opinion Questionnaire
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